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SLEDI KVANTNEGA KAOSA V NEINTEGRABILNIH MODELIH
KVANTNE TEORIJE POLJA
Izvle£ek
Opazimo lahko, da imajo pojavi poznani iz klasi£ne teorije dinami£nih sistemov,
kot so integrabilnost, ergodi£nost in kaos, tudi svoje kvantne analoge. Razliko med
takimi sistemi lahko v kvantnem svetu opazimo v razli£nih spektralnih lastnostih.
eprav je ta ugotovitev dobro podprta s teoreti£nimi, numeri£nimi in eksperimen-
talnimi opaºanji, o tem v kvantni teoriji polja nimamo veliko dokazov. S pomo£jo
metode prirezanega konformnega prostora (TCSA) sem raziskal spektralne lastno-
sti neintegrabilnih relativisti£nih (1+1)D modelov kvantne teorije polja v kon£nem
prostoru. Preu£eval sem verjetnostne porazdelitve energijskih razmikov in razmerij
med zaporednimi energijskimi razmiki. Obe porazdelitvi sta uveljavljeni kot dobri
in stabilni pokazateljici kvantnega kaosa. Pre£esal sem parametre slede£ih modelov:
ϕ4, Dvojni sine-Gordon, Masivni Schwinger-Thirring in integrabilni Sine-Gordon za
primerjavo. Razvil sem zelo konzervativno mero napake zaradi prirezovanja, ki nam
sluºi kot dobra mera konvergence spektralne statistike. Vzporedno z ve£anjem para-
metrov, ki zlomijo integrabilnost preu£evanih modelov, sem opazil postopni nastop
statistike, napovedane s teorijo o kvantnem kaosu  to je statistika naklju£nih ma-
trik. Nepri£akovano sem opazil mo£an zlom kvantne integrabilnosti ºe pri majhnih
velikostih prostora in s pomo£jo ekstrapolacije ocenil, da zlom opazimo tudi v limiti
neskon£nega prostora. Poleg tega sem z opazovanjem diagonalnih elementov opa-
zljivk v bazi lastnih stanj neintegrabilnih modelov opazil moºne dokaze o tem, da
je hipotezi o termalizaciji lastnih stanj zado²£eno. Rezultati, predstavljeni v delu,
kaºejo na to, da se TCSA lahko uporablja pri analizi kvantnega kaosa v (1+1)D
modelih kvantne teorije polja. Prav tako razkrivajo, da se sledi kvantnega kaosa
lahko pojavijo tudi v zveznih kvantnih sistemih in dajejo nov vpogled v lastnosti
parametri£nega prostora preu£evanih teorij.
Klju£ne besede: TCSA, metoda prirezanega konformnega prostora, sine-
Gordon, dvojni sine-Gordon, masivni sine-Gordon, masivni Schwinger-
Thirringov model, masivni Thirringov model, phi4, kvantni kaos, teorija
naklju£nih matrik

SIGNATURES OF QUANTUM CHAOS IN NON-INTEGRABLE
MODELS OF QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
Abstract
Classical concepts in the theory of dynamical systems, like integrability, periodicity,
and chaos, were observed to have quantum analogues, which is reflected in the diffe-
rence of spectral properties. Although the statement is well-grounded in evidence,
we are lacking verifications to a large extent in models of quantum field theory.
With the help of the Truncated Conformal Space Approach (TCSA) we investigate
spectral properties of non-integrable relativistic (1+1)D models of quantum field
theory defined on finite space. We study the distributions of level spacings and the
distribution of ratios of consecutive level spacings, both of which are well established
in literature as good signatures of quantum chaos. The models we study include
the ϕ4, double sine-Gordon, massive Schwinger-Thirring model, and the integrable
sine-Gordon model for comparison. We develop a conservative measure of trunca-
tion error that estimates the convergence of spectral statistics, and by increasing the
integrability breaking parameters we observe a gradual onset of statistics predicted
by quantum chaos theorythe statistics of random matrices. Surprisingly, we ob-
serve a strong quantum integrability breaking already at small system sizes, and by
extrapolation we estimate that quantum chaos can be observed also at an infinite
system size. At the same time, by studying the diagonal elements of observables in
the energy eigenbasis of non-integrable models, we find preliminary evidence that
the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis is obeyed. The results presented in the
thesis show that the TCSA can be used for analysing quantum chaos in (1+1)D
models of quantum field theory, reveal that signatures of quantum chaos indeed
appear in continuous quantum models as well, and unveil non-trivial properties of
the parameter space of the investigated theories.
Keywords: TCSA, Truncated Conformal Space Approach, sine-Gordon,
double sine-Gordon, massive Sine-Gordon, massive Schwinger-Thirring
model, massive Thirring model, phi4, quantum chaos, random matrix
theory
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the very profound observations about physical laws in the 20th century was
the observation that classical physical systems differ in their sensitivity to initial
conditions. Solar system, for example, remains very stable and predictable even
if we perturb it, while the double pendulum, although it is very simple, can be
extremely sensitive to even very small perturbations. These extremely sensitive
systems are called chaotic, whereas the extremely stable ones are called integrable
[1][2].
At the same time, the development of a more fundamental theory, i.e. quan-
tum mechanics, challenged the classifications based on the sensitivity of trajectories
on the initial position and momentum. To address this incompatibility, new def-
initions, based on spectral statistics, were presented and investigated in the last
decades [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11]. It is now generally accepted that chaotic quan-
tum systems should have spectral statistics of the so-called random matrices [12][7],
where degeneracies are prohibited and distances between neighbouring energy levels
obey the probability distributions calculated by Wigner, known as Wigner surmise
(Eq. 3.10). On the other hand, integrable models should have many degeneracies
and a very different probability distribution of level spacings, governed by expres-
sion exp(Ei+1 − Ei), where energy levels Ei are ordered by magnitude. Although
the conjecture is supported by the overwhelming amount of experimental and nu-
merical data, it is not exactly proven or being understood, especially in the context
of many-body quantum systems and continuous quantum field theories [13]. In the
latter, even numerical evidence is lacking since we do not have efficient numerical
techniques to acquire hundreds or thousands of energy levels.
Parallel to this, a numerical technique for investigating low dimensional quantum
field theories, called the Truncated Conformal Space Approach (TCSA) [14], was
developed in 1990 by Yurov and Zamolodchikov [15] that raised to prominence after
it showed to be very useful for analysing many one-dimensional (1+1)D quantum
field theories [14]. The method uses the exact solutions of solvable (1+1)D models
(usually conformally invariant models [16][17][18][19]) to express massive perturba-
tions in their eigenbasis. These perturbations should not affect the high energy
spectrum of the exact solutions. If the criterion is met, the procedure allows us
to efficiently represent Hamiltonians as finite matrices for plateau of models, and
numerically diagonalize them.
Since the method is particularly good at acquiring energy levels of different
models, I will use the Truncated Conformal Space Approach to extract spectral
15
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statistics of non-integrable (1+1)D models of quantum field theory [20][21][22][23],
such as double frequency sine-Gordon model [24][25][26][27][28], massive Schwinger-
Thirring model [28][29][30] and ϕ4 model [31][20][19]. I will analyse the distributions
of spacings between neighbouring energy levels and ratios of neighbouring spacings.
A very useful observable is also the average ratio of consecutive level spacings that
will allow us to scan parameter spaces of our models.
The double Sine-Gordon is simply a sum of two sine-Gordon models. The sine-
Gordon model is known for having topological excitations [31] and at the same
time represents the simplest strongly self-interacting fermionic field, called massive
Thirring model. It is very common in many practical one-dimensional condensed
matter systems and it, for example, describes spin waves in free fermionic mod-
els, called Luttinger liquids [32]. Very similarly, the sine-Gordon model with extra
massive perturbation is equivalent to one-dimensional Thirring model with electro-
magnetic interaction, usually known under the name of massive Schwinger-Thirring
model. In the same manner that sine-Gordon represents the simplest self-interacting
fermionic model, the ϕ4 model represents the simplest strongly self-interacting scalar
(bosonic) field and is a popular testing ground for new numerical methods.
I will show that spectral statistics of non-integrable quantum field theories in-
deed resembles the one predicted by the random matrix theory. In all non-integrable
models I observed gradual onset of chaotic values when increasing the parameters
that break integrability. The integrability breaking was always stronger in windows
of higher energy levels and larger system sizes. The main challenge for obtaining
these results was error due to the truncation of the Hamiltonian and has set limita-
tions on the results. I had to make a restriction to either small system sizes or to
statistics of low energy levels, which in turn affected the results. For the ϕ4 model
in particular I was able to reach only the 300 lowest energy levels but, surprisingly,
I observed the onset of chaotic statistics even in this energy window.
The second chapter (Ch. 2) will explain how numerical technique works. It will
explain what quantum field theory and conformal field theory are and how one can
improve the method by the considerations based on renormalization group theory
[20][17][19]. In the third chapter (Ch .3), I will discuss the details about the chaos
in quantum and classical mechanics. I will review the main results from random
matrix theory used in my analysis and discuss other possible signatures of quantum
chaos. Finally, I will explain how our new numerical method can be used to answer
questions about chaos in quantum field theory. The fourth chapter (Ch. 4) will
first explain what our exactly solvable theory that we will perturb is. Then, it
will present models one by one and discuss the results obtained for these models.
Appendices include in-depth derivations of solutions to our exactly solvable models
(Appendix A) and details about the implementation of the method in order to treat
the models that are considered in the thesis (Appendix B). Although I will often
mention different models throughout the thesis, they are formally introduced only
in the last chapter (Ch. 4).
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Chapter 2
The Truncated Conformal Space
Approach
One of the biggest questions in quantum mechanics is the description of interactions
in a quantum mechanical many-body framework [33][34][32]. Most of the early
research focused on the description of Hydrogen and Helium atoms where relativistic
and self-interaction corrections played a substantial role [33][21][14][35]. But, all this
early success was possible due to the nature of the interaction under study, that is,
the electromagnetic interaction. This interaction is very weak (coupling constant is
small in magnitude) and therefore allows the perturbative approach [20]. However,
not all physically relevant theories are weakly coupled, like problems in condensed
matter physics and physics of the nuclei.
Since strongly coupled quantum many-body problems are hard to solve, they are
the focus of modern research. The research was mostly fruitful in low dimensional
many-body systems (especially one-dimensional), where methods based on confor-
mal invariance [16], bosonization [32][36] and Bethe ansatz [37], were developed.
Although these methods are very helpful, they cannot cover the whole phase space
of the possible models [14], which is why good numerical techniques for investigation
of the more general models are also needed. For example, numerical techniques like
Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) [38], Quantum Monte Carlo [39],
and the Tuncated Conformal Space Approach (TCSA) [14].
In this chapter, I will present the Truncated Conformal Space Approach tech-
nique, an extremely useful and easy technique that gives astounding results [15][40][24].
At its core, the technique is simply an adaptation of the older RayleighRitz method
(Hamiltonian truncation), which is frequently used in quantummechanics [41][42][43].
2.1 Hamiltonian Truncation
I will start with a popular pedagogical example of a quantum anharmonic oscillator
[44][45] which will demonstrate how the Hamiltonian truncation technique works.
It can be used for the study of the exact numerical solutions to very strong pertur-
bations [46][47] of almost any kind. Due to its generality we will consider the model
with the perturbation of the form λxˆ4
Hˆ
ω
=
pˆ2
2m
+
1
2
mω2xˆ2⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Hˆ0
+λxˆ4, (2.1)
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where pˆ is the momentum operator, m mass, ω and λ some constants and xˆ the
position operator. We can think of the Hamiltonian as the matrix expressed in the
position operator xˆ eigenbasis xˆ|y⟩ = y|y⟩ and should be diagonalized in order to
calculate the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian which will in turn allow us to calculate
any observable by expressing it in this new eigenbasis.
Since such diagonalization may be very hard or impossible to perform analyti-
cally, we must tackle the problem numerically. First, we split the Hamiltonian of
the theory into two parts; the exactly solvable one Hˆ0 and the perturbation λxˆ4.
The Hˆ0 can indeed be exactly diagonalized by the canonical transformation [48]
aˆω =
1√
2
(︂
xˆ
√︃
ωm
ℏ
+
√︃
ℏ
ωm
∂
∂x
ˆ )︂
; [aˆω, aˆω] = 0; [aˆω, aˆ
†
ω] = 1, (2.2)
where x0 =
√︂
ℏ
ωm
. In diagonal form the Hˆ0 then reads
Hˆ
ω
0 = ℏω
(︂
aˆ†ωaˆω +
1
2
)︂
, (2.3)
with the eigenstates of the form |n⟩ω = (aˆ†ω)n|0⟩ω, where the zeroth state is defined
as aˆω|0⟩ω = 0; a vacuum with non-zero energy. Now, we rewrite the full Hamiltonian
by calculating the matrix elements of the full Hamiltonian Hˆ in the eigenbasis of
the solvable part Hˆ0. This is useful because we get rid of the positional eigenbasis
that would be very hard to discretise. Expressed in terms of the new operators, the
full Hamiltonian now reads
Hˆ
ω
= ℏω
(︂
aˆ†ωaˆω +
1
2
)︂
+ x20
λ
4
(︁
aˆ†ω + aˆω
)︁(︁
aˆ†ω + aˆω
)︁(︁
aˆ†ω + aˆω
)︁(︁
aˆ†ω + aˆω
)︁
. (2.4)
Since the Hilbert space spanned by the eigenvectors |n⟩ω is still infinite dimensional,
we will have to somehow restrict ourselves to the finite dimensional subspace of
the Hilbert space in order to perform numerical calculations and then estimate the
eigenvalues at infinite size by increasing the subspace.
This can be achieved by ordering the eigenstates |n⟩ = |n⟩ω by n (their Hˆ0
eigenvalue), and then dropping those with n > N for some chosen cutoff N . This
way we can represent the Hamiltonian as a finite matrix
Hˆ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
E01 + λ⟨0|xˆ4|0⟩ λ⟨0|xˆ4|1⟩ . . . λ⟨0|xˆ4|N⟩
λ⟨1|xˆ4|0⟩ E02 + λ⟨1|xˆ4|1⟩ . . . λ⟨1|xˆ4|N⟩
...
... . . .
...
λ⟨N |xˆ4|0⟩ λ⟨N |xˆ4|1⟩ . . . E0N + λ⟨N |xˆ4|N⟩
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (2.5)
where E0n = ⟨n|Hˆ0|n⟩, and by increasing the cutoff N estimate the eigenvalues of Hˆ
at N → ∞. Because the contributions from the matrix elements above the cutoff
weakly affect the eigenstates below the cutoff, we get for even very smallN very good
approximations for the eigenvalues at N → ∞ [46][47][45]. Remarkably, even for
the perturbations like λ cos(βxˆ) and λ log(xˆ2) the low energy eigenvalues converge
very fast by increasing the cutoff N [46].
To explain the convergence for simple models like these, one can use a semi-
classical treatment, where we think of the Schrödinger equation as representing a
18
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Figure 2.1: The black lines are the classical orbits of the harmonic oscillator for the first 20 energy
levels in the quantum harmonic oscillator. The other lines are the orbits of the classical anharmonic
oscillator 2.6 with energy that is slightly above E = 2. For the calculation of the anharmonic
eigenmode with energy E = 2.1, we would need to consider at least the first 11 eigenstates of the
H0 operator.
movement of a particle at position x = ⟨xˆ⟩ with the momentum p = ⟨pˆ⟩ [49]. Since
a classical anharmonic oscillator with the energy E will move on the orbit
p =
√︃
2(E − 1
2
x2 − λx4), (2.6)
in the phase space and a classical harmonic oscillator with energy E0 will move on
the circle with a radius
√︁
x2 + p2 = E0 in the phase space, the argument goes (Fig.
2.1) that in order to accurately calculate the eigenstate of the quantum anharmonic
oscillator with the energy E, one must consider the contributions of all the modes of
the quantum harmonic oscillator that have their orbits in the semi-classical picture
encircled by the orbit of the classical anharmonic oscillator with the energy E. This
reasoning holds because the systems are bounded with finite volumes in the phase
space, and due to the Thomas-Fermi rule each quantum state occupies the volume
of (2π)d in the semi-classical limit [50]. d is the dimension of the problem. The other
eigenmodes of H0 will still contribute but more weakly. Therefore, a great choice of
the truncation is to simply order the eigenstates by their eigenvalues of H0 operator
and then drop away those with energies higher than the desired cutoff.
This is essentially the Hamiltonian truncation technique. When we are dealing
with a more general system that has more quantum numbers, like a Helium atom
expanded in the Hydrogen eigenbasis [51] or a Hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic
field [52], we have to find a good truncation scheme that in the limit gradually
includes all the Hilbert space and converges fast enough. Ordering the basis states
by energy usually already leads to a good convergence, but it is not necessarily
always the best choice. In the next sections, I will explain how one should modify
the technique to use it in quantum field theory, and why it is particularly useful in
one-dimensional conformal field theories.
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2.2 Hamiltonian Truncation in Quantum Field The-
ory
A typical system with more quantum numbers is a quantum field. To make the
discussion more readable for those who are not familiar with the quantum fields, let
us try with a quick summary of the theory. Imagine that you have a classical field
that prescripts to every point in space and time a scalar, vector, tensor, or something
else but also evolves in time and interacts with itself, just like the electromagnetic
field, the gravitational field, or a velocity field of a fluid does. In such a case, a
sole field should be considered a variable, just like in the description of a particle its
position serves as a variable [53]. A quantum theory that would describe such a field
would then have to introduce a notion of a state of a field. Just like in single-particle
quantum mechanics we describe a state of a system in a basis |x⟩, where each basis
vector represents a state with a particle at position x, a field quantum mechanics
needs a basis |ϕ(x)⟩ where each basis vector represents a state of a field with the
values ϕ(x) at each point x. Analogously to the single-particle quantum mechanics,
the role of the position variable x is replaced by ϕ(x), and the momentum variable
p = −iℏ∂x by the functional derivative π(x) = −iℏ δδϕ(x) . We have to also preserve
the commutation relations, leading to [ϕ(x), π(y)] = iδ(x − y) [54][55]. Theories
that do no treat as a quantum field just the electromagnetic field but also matter
fields like electrons or bosons, form the basis of the well established quantum field
theory framework that aims to unify relativistic and quantum physics [20]. Because
the Lagrangian of a field operator is best expressed in the Heisenberg picture, the
latter picture and the interaction picture dominate the discourse on quantum fields.
This makes some expressions harder to understand, as field operator is then time
dependant and states are not [54][56][57].
m2 = 0
m2 ̸= 0
Figure 2.2: A simple scalar quantum field like (Eq. 6.3) for λ = 0 can be imagined as an infinite
array of quantum particles infinitely close together and connected to the nearest neighbours with
springs. If m2 ̸= 0, it amounts to connecting each particle to some fixed point with a second spring
with coefficient proportional to m2. Already from this example we see that m2 = 0 does not have a
preferred length scale, while m2 ̸= 0 case has a length scale fixed with the second's spring coefficient.
The differences between the two will be discussed in chapter (Ch. 4.1)
Due to the nature of quantum fields that interact with themselves extremely
strongly, the exact solutions to the equations describing these fields are mostly not
known. Therefore, it would be extremely useful to have a good numerical technique
to tackle these problems. However, can the Hamiltonian truncation be used in these
systems? It is not necessarily so. The problems that arise are:
• The spectra of field theories describing fields in infinite space are not discrete.
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• Finding an exactly solvable quantum field theory apart from free theory is
very hard.
• It is not clear how to efficiently order the basis states, because too many high
energy states often significantly contribute to the ground state.
• Evaluating matrix elements of solvable theories in finite space is not always
an easy task.
In the next section, I will show that in (1+1)D space, due to conformal symmetry,
many exact solutions with easily evaluable matrix elements and discrete spectra
exist, and that due to the nature of these theories the ordering by energy leads to a
good convergence.
2.3 One-dimensional Physics and Conformal Field
Theory
Many-body systems that can be effectively described as one-dimensional are in fact
extremely frequent and include polymers, organic compounds, organic supercon-
ductors, spin chains, quantum wires, etc. [32]. At the same time, they are very
interesting from a theoretical perspective since any movement of one particle often
triggers a collective motion [32], which usually results in extremely strong inter-
actions. Contrary to the many-body quantum systems in higher dimensions, for
one-dimensional systems there exist many efficient numerical and analytical tech-
niques to tackle them [14][32] and even exactly solvable integrable models [37][58].
One group of (1+1)D theories, particularly suitable for the Hamiltonian Trun-
cation technique, is the group of conformal field theories. These theories are exactly
solvable if they are one-dimensional, but even in higher dimensions they posses very
useful properties [59]. In this section, I will introduce the concept of conformal field
theory, and we will see how easily one can adapt the old Hamiltonian truncation
technique to the strongly perturbed conformally invariant models. This allows us
to use the strongly interacting exactly solvable theories to explore other strongly in-
teracting models, just like in the perturbation theory we use free theories to explore
the weakly interacting models.
However, we will have to adopt a more abstract notation first. We will repre-
sent a field theory by the classical action S(O1,O2, ..., g1, g2, ...) that describes field
dynamics in the Heisenberg picture over the field operators O1,O1, ..., with the cor-
responding pre-factors g1, g2, ... in front of the operators. An example would be a
real scalar field with the action given as
S =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dx
(︂
(∂tϕˆ)
2 − (∂xϕˆ)2 − m
2
2
ϕˆ
2
+
λ
4
ϕˆ
4
)︂
, (2.7)
where O1 = (∂tϕ)2,O2 = (∂xϕ)2, O3 = ϕ2, O4 = ϕ4 and g1 = 1, g2 = −1, g3 =
−m2/2, g4 = λ/4. The field interacts with itself but in general we could have many
fields interacting between themselves, just like in electrodynamics. Beside this, the
fields can also differ by the smallest length scale a that we allow in the theory.
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This amounts to expanding the field of operators Oi(x, t) in the Fourier eigenmodes
Oik(t) and prohibiting contributions from the higher frequencies
Oi(x, t) =
∫︂ 1/a
−1/a
Oik(t)e−ixkdk. (2.8)
The smallest length scale is often introduced in order to avoid covering contributions
from higher energies where we do not even know the right physics [21][20].
Thus, we see that we can represent field theories in a phase space, spanned by the
coupling constants gi in front of the operators. We can define infinitesimal transfor-
mations on this phase space that map a theory from one action S({g1, g2, ...}, a)
with the set of couplings g = {g1, g2, ...} and ultraviolet cutoff 1/a to another
S({g′1, g′2, ...}, eta), if t > 0. The set g′ = {g′1, g′2, ...} is described by the action
of a linear operator on the initial set Rtg = g′. If we demand that the correla-
tion functions of both theories agree at length scales x >> eta, Rt describes an
irreversible renormalization group transformation [60]. It can be represented by a
vector field in the phase space dgi = βi(g)dt, where βi(g) is a function that describes
the rate of change of the coupling constant gi when we erase a small portion of
the high-frequency information, and obtain a new theory that describes the same
physics bellow the new cutoff [60][20][19][17][32].
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Figure 2.3: In the figures we see two examples of the renormalization group flow. The first one
describes the flow of the sine-Gordon field, introduced in section (Sec. 4.2), and the second one a ϕ4
field, introduced in section (Sec. 4.5). The fixed points of the sine-Gordon field are µ = 0, ∆ = 1,
the whole line µ = 0, ∆ > 1 and µ → ∞, β = 0. The green line represents the point where the
potential between the solitons changes from attractive to repulsive, which can be seen by looking at
the corresponding fermionic field. The blue line represents the phase transition line from massless
(below the line) to massive (above the line) theory of bosons. The red line signals to where the
theory is physically sensible. The fixed points of ϕ4 are m2 = 0, λ = 0 and m2 → ∞, λ = 2 16π23 .
There is, however, another fixed point but it does not affect the two-dimensional physics. RG flow
equations are derived in [32] and [16], with the perturbation theory of the second order.
If we trace the flow of coupling constants, we arrive at a fixed point where Rtg = g
and changing the cutoff does not change the theory (Fig. 2.3). Therefore, the theory
is scale invariant. In 1986, Zamolodchikov showed that in one-dimensional quantum
field theory, the scale invariance implies the conformal invariance and that there
exists a function c, called the central charge, that is constant under scale transfor-
mation only in the fixed points and takes different values at different fixed points
[60]. Therefore, the theories described by the set of couplings g and the cutoff 1/a
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that are invariant under transformation Rtg are also invariant under the conformal
transformationscoordinate transformations that preserve angles [18][16].
Conformally invariant field theories are exactly solvable due to an infinite number
of symmetries, and they have discrete spectra [18][16] even in infinite space. For a
given field with the scaling dimension ∆ and the central charge c of the fixed point,
there exists an infinite number of local generators of the symmetry group with
commutation relations of the Virasoro algebra [18][16]
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Lm+n + (n3 − n) c
12
δn+m,0, (2.9)
[Ln, L¯m] = 0, (2.10)
[L¯n, L¯m] = (n−m)L¯m+n + (n3 − n) c
12
δn+m,0. (2.11)
Operators of total energy and total momentum are then simply
H = L0 + L¯0, P = i(L0 − L¯0) (2.12)
and Hilbert space is spanned by the vectors defined as actions of operators L−n
where n > 0 on a highest weight state ϕ(x, t→ −∞)|0⟩ = |∆⟩, where ∆ is a scaling
dimension of a field ϕ and eigenvalue of total energy operator H|∆⟩ = L0|∆⟩ =
∆|∆⟩. The limit t→ −∞ can be shown to exist with the help of radial quantization,
where it corresponds to the well defined point operator [23][16]. The highest weight
state is annihilated by the action of the operators Ln, where n > 0 Ln|∆⟩ = 0 [18].
The states have a total energy
H|∆, n1, n2, ...⟩ = (L0 + L¯0)Ln1−1Ln2−2Ln3−3...|∆⟩ = (c+∆+
∑︂
k
knk)|∆, n1, n2, ...⟩,
(2.13)
and are orthogonal. Apart from this, conformal symmetry tells us what the two-
and three-point correlation functions among the fields are [18][59].
For the particular fixed points (those with c = 1− 6
m(m+1)
wherem ∈ {3, 4, 5, ...}),
called the unitary minimal models, there exists only a finite number of fields with
different scaling dimensions [16][60]. All of these fields can generate different highest
weight states for a given central charge c, and all the matrix elements between them
are known by the means of two- and three-point correlation functions. For these
models there also exists a way of representing them with the Lagrangian [16] and
even the notion of perturbing such Lagrangian with the so-called relevant operator
(field belonging to another fixed point) that breaks the conformal invariance and
describes the theories along the renormalization group flow from one unitary minimal
model to another, from one central charge cm to another cn [16] [15][40].
This is already all that we need for the implementation of the Hamiltonian
Truncation technique. Now we are able to analyse the theories that lie along the
renormalization group flow between the minimal models with cm and cm′ [15][40][14]
Hfull = Hm + λ
∫︂
ϕ∗m′(x, t)dx, (2.14)
where Hm is the Hamiltonian of the unitary minimal model m and λ the perturbing
parameter in front of the field with the scaling dimension ∆∗, belonging to another
unitary minimal model cm′ . To implement the Hamiltonian Truncation, one simply
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calculates the matrix elements of the perturbing field in the basis of the minimal
model cm with the help of [14]
[Ln − L0, ϕ∗] = n∆∗ϕ∗, ⟨∆1, ∆¯1|ϕ∗|∆2, ∆¯2⟩ =
(︃
2π
R
)︃∆∗+∆¯∗
Cϕ1ϕ∗ϕ2 , (2.15)
where this Cϕ1ϕ∗ϕ2 is an exactly known structure constant of the three-point corre-
lation function [18][16][59], and orders the basis states of the minimal model cm by
their energy in the unperturbed theory. This leads to a good convergence with the
cutoff because the high energy physics is indeed described by the cm model (since
cm is the starting point of the renormalization group flow), while the low energy
physics feels the influence of the perturbation (since cm′ is the fixed point of the
renormalization group flow).
The method is called the Truncated Conformal Space Approach because it is so
nicely defined in the framework of the conformal field theories. However, one must
remember that any other exactly solvable model can also be used as a starting point
if we perturb it with an operator that changes the low energy physics and leaves
the high energy physics unaltered [14]. The problem with non-conformally invariant
models is that their spectrum is not discrete and they must also be discretized by
restricting them to a finite size.
2.4 The Truncation Effects and Convergence
Let's say that we are in a fixed or an integrable point where we know an exact
solution and we successfully express some perturbation in the eigenbasis of the exact
solution. If the perturbation is a relevant operator (i.e. affects mostly low energy
physics), it should converge by increasing the energy cutoff to the one of the full
Hamiltonian, but we know nothing about the speed of the convergence. In many
examples [61][62][63][64], the convergence is not fast enough and in order to make
the method useful we must have a mechanism to improve it.
Before improving the convergence with the given methods, one must carefully
choose the truncation procedure, as a sole truncation procedure can often change
the convergence considerably [63], which we will see when treating the ϕ4 quantum
field theory in (Sec. 4.5).
2.4.1 Analytical Renormalization Group
The simplest method for improving the convergence is definitely the old method
[65], revitalized for the TCSA needs in [66][63],[42]. The main idea is to notice that
by truncating the Hamiltonian, we have split the infinite operator into four blocks;
a finite one HLL, in energy truncation spanned by the low energy eigenstates of the
exactly solvable part of the Hamiltonian, and three infinite ones
Hˆ =
⎛⎝HLL HLH
HHL HHH
⎞⎠ . (2.16)
The eigenvalue problem for such Hamiltonian H.c = Ec can thus be rewritten as
HLL.cL +HLH .cH = EcL (2.17)
HHH .cH +HHL.cL = EcH . (2.18)
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where . represents matrix multiplication and E eigenvalue of eigenvector c. From this
form it is immediately obvious that we can analytically eliminate the cH dependence
and define a finite-dimensional eigenvalue problem for the cL eigenvector
[HLL +HLH .(E −HHH)−1.HHL⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
∆HLL
].cL = EcL. (2.19)
But there is a catchwe are still left with infinite operators that have to be mul-
tiplied together, and we should know an eigenvalue we are trying to calculate in
advance. Beside this, an inverse of a matrix is not a trivial thing to calculate. A
standard way of resolving these problems again originates in [65]. Remember that
the Hamiltonian is of the form
H = H0 + λV, (2.20)
where V is the perturbing part of the Hamiltonian, H0 the diagonal Hamiltonian
and λ the coupling parameter. We can therefore write
∆HLL = λ
2VLH .(E −H0HH − λVHH)−1.VHL, (2.21)
because the diagonal part has no off-diagonal elements. After this, we expand the
inverse as
(E −H0HH − λVHH)−1 =
∑︂
n≥0
1
E −H0HH .
(︃
VHH .
λ
E −H0HH
)︃n
, (2.22)
and although I used the coupling as the expansion parameter, one should keep in
mind that the perturbing part V can consist of many operators. Note also that this
is not the standard perturbation theory (the perturbation is not V but VHH), and
the resulting spectrum is not simply an analytic function of λ, since HLL already
carries some λ dependence, which is generally non-analytic.
In general, evaluating the infinite sums that we get during multiplication among
infinite operators is a hard task. Therefore, one would often add the correction of
the first order, and in the case of a very bad convergence another order [14][42]. The
calculation of these elements is treated in [43][14] and can be written down for the
general conformal field theory with the perturbation of the form V =
∫︁ L
0
ϕ(x)dx,
where ϕ(x) is the operator from another fixed point (Sec. 2.3). If the perturbation
is not a primary field, as in the case for ϕ4 model (Sec. 4.5), we have to treat the
calculation on the case by case basis. In all the cases, one would first diagonalize
the raw Hamiltonian, and then improve the convergence of the eigenvalues around
the desirable energy scale by setting E at this scale. In my calculations I observed
that the convergence is often improved for values slightly lower than the E .
One usually cannot exactly estimate how much the procedure would improve
the convergence, which is why it should be treated on case by case basis. For the
ϕ4 theory, for example, eigenvalues would converge as 1/E2max without first order
corrections and with 1/E3max with the second order corrections. The higher order
corrections in ϕ4 are a much harder improvement done, for example, in [42] because
we have to evaluate the terms VLH .VHH .VHL, which turns out to be a very hard task
both analytically and numerically. These corrections pay off and drastically improve
the convergence, but are at the same time very costly in terms of memory and time,
and almost beatable by the raw truncation.
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2.4.2 Numerical Renormalization Group
Another (numerical) procedure used for reducing the effects of truncation is called
the numerical renormalization group. It is a popular method for analysing the low
energy part of the quantum impurity problem [67][68], and it takes use of the fact
that the physics at large distance from the impurity in the system weakly interacts
with the impurity [14][67]. The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian can then be
performed iteratively. First, we diagonalize the small Hamiltonian that describes
the physics in the vicinity of the impurity and drop the contributions from higher
energies. Only then we include the next nearest neighbours, and later those that
are even further away, repeating the procedure until the spectrum converges [67].
The details are described in [67], and a nice summary in [14], but for the purposes
of TCSA we will introduce a new method that closely resembles the standard one if
we think of a low energy spectrum (first states in the truncation procedure) as the
one describing the vicinity of the impurity and the high energy spectrum (states at
higher cutoffs in the truncation procedure) as a physics at larger distances [14][64].
H0 =
∆Ns
V 1 =
N
s
+
∆
∆Ns
Figure 2.4: The figure shows how we diagonalize the truncated Hamiltonian H0 of size Ns + ∆
and get the matrix of eigenvectors V 1, where we discard the last ∆ eigenvectors. Eigenvectors are
columns of V 1 matrix.
First, we order the eigenstates of the exactly solvable Hamiltonian H0 with our
truncation procedure. We mark them with index 0
|Ek⟩0, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... (2.23)
Then, we decide how many Ns eigenvalues we want to calculate and how many ∆
we will add at each step to improve the accuracy of the first Ns eigenvalues. Now we
start with the algorithm. We diagonalize the Hamiltonian (marked as H0 on Fig.
2.4) evaluated in the basis
|E0⟩0, ..., |ENs⟩0, |ENs+1⟩0, ..., |ENs+∆⟩0, (2.24)
and get the new set of Ns + ∆ eigenvalues and eigenvectors, sorted by energy and
marked by index 1, stored as columns in a matrix V 1 (Fig. 2.4). Now we discard
the |ENs+1⟩1, ..., |ENs+∆⟩1 eigenstates (the dashed columns on Fig. 2.4).
In the second step, we construct the new Hamiltonian (marked as H1 on Fig.
2.5), written in the basis
|E0⟩1, ..., |ENs⟩1, |ENs+∆⟩0, ..., |ENs+2∆⟩0, (2.25)
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(notice that we added eigenstates of the H0), which can be easily calculated because
the |Ek⟩1 states are a linear combination of the first Ns+∆ eigenvectors of the exact
Hamiltonian, and the ∆ additional new basis states are linearly independent from
the previous Ns+∆ ones. The Hamiltonian written in this basis is composed of four
different blocks (H1 on Fig. 2.5); the diagonal one with eigenvalues E10 , ..., E
1
Ns
, a
∆×∆ dimensional one which is simply a block from the original Hamiltonian, and
two Ns×∆ dimensional ones. The calculations of these Ns×∆ blocks are the main
difficulties of this procedure.
H1 =
∆Ns
V 2 =
N
s
+
2∆
∆Ns
Figure 2.5: The figure shows how we diagonalize the new Hamiltonian H1 of size Ns +∆ and get
the matrix of eigenvectors V 2 where we discard the last ∆ eigenvectors. Eigenvectors are columns
of V 2 matrix. V 2 matrix is written in the eigenbasis of the exact Hamiltonian.
In the third step, we diagonalize the H1 Hamiltonian and get the set of Ns +∆
eigenvalues, marked by index 2, and eigenvectors |E0⟩2, ..., |ENs+∆⟩2 stored in V 2
matrix as columns (Fig. 2.5). At this point, one must realize that eigenstates are of
the form
|Ek⟩2 = Akq|Eq⟩1 +Bkr|Er⟩0,
{︄
q = 0, 1, ..., Ns,
r = Ns +∆+ 1, ..., Ns + 2∆
(2.26)
where Akq and Bkr are sets of constants. A similar relation holds for the |Ek⟩1
eigenstates as well. Therefore, the new V 2 is in fact (Ns + 2∆)×Ns dimensional in
the basis of the exactly solvable part after we discard the |ENs+∆+1⟩2, ..., |ENs+2∆⟩2
eigenstates (dashed columns in V 2 on Fig. 2.5). We repeat the procedure and stop
when we acquire the desired result or when we run out of memory because the
method increases the amount of used memory at each step.
The next possible improvement is the so-called sweeping [14][64] which is used
to improve the convergence of the high energy part of the spectrum. It is done by
repeating the procedure but is now, with the finite Hamiltonian expressed in a basis
of the discarded and final states, ordered like
|E0⟩M , ..., |ENs⟩M , |ENs+1⟩1, ..., |ENs+∆⟩1, (2.27)
|ENs+1⟩M−1, ...|ENs+∆⟩M−1, |ENs+1⟩M , ..., |ENs+∆⟩M . (2.28)
where M is a number of steps done in the first procedure.
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Chapter 3
Chaos in Quantum Field Theory
In classical mechanics we can often find that even a very simple system, like the
double pendulum, can exhibit extreme sensitivity to the initial conditions, making
the behaviour seemingly random [1][13] even though the equations are simple and
deterministic. A system with these properties is called chaotic and the theory about
such systems is well understood [1][13]. On the other hand, if we consider similar
systems at very small scales where they must obey the rules of quantum mechanics,
the theory based on trajectories in phase space and sensitivity on initial conditions
fails. Although there is no room for chaotic behaviour in a classical sense, we can
find some signatures of classical chaos in quantum systems that describe chaotic
classical systems in the limit ℏ→ 0.
In one-particle quantum mechanics it has been long known both experimentally
and numerically [69] that one of such signatures is the property of spectral fluc-
tuations that must in chaotic systems resemble those of random matrices [7][13].
Although it is not analytically proven for all possible systems, for those quantum
systems with a chaotic classical analogue there exists a theoretical argument based
on the periodic orbit theory [13][69].
Experimentally and numerically, many-body quantum systems seem to be no
different [13]. The first observations were actually made in such systemsatomic
nuclei [7]. Due to the close relationship between many-particle physics and fields
(Sec. 2.2), one expects to see a similar behaviour in quantum fields as well. There are
not many reports confirming this conjecture due to the lack of numerical techniques
for quantum field theories. In this thesis, I will try to use the Truncated Conformal
Space Approach (Ch. 2) to test the conjecture.
3.1 Classical Theory of Dynamical Systems
In classical mechanics we can define a dynamical system as: A smooth manifold
M of all possible positions and momenta that a system can take called the phase
space, with a function µ that measures volume in the phase space and a function f
that maps a system from one time to another. For each point in the phase space the
function f describes a trajectory of all future positions of a system called the orbit.
For example, a harmonic oscillator can be represented by a phase space spanned by
the position coordinate x and the momentum coordinate p, where orbits are circles
in the phase space (Fig. 2.1).
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Henceforth, the classification is straightforward. We will consider three cate-
gories, however, in general, there are more of them [2]:
• Integrable d.s.[1] is analogous to the solvable one. If we have a function
F that prescribes to each point in the phase space a real number, the time
evolution of this function is given by the Poisson bracket
∂F
∂t
= {F,H}, (3.1)
where H is the Hamiltonian. If we have N independent constants of motion
Fi, satisfying {Fi, H} = 0, and in conservative systems we always have at least
one, since {H,H} = 0, the system is called integrable if the dimension of the
phase space is 2N and for all i, j we have {Fi, Fj} = 0. For each set of constant
values Fi there exists an orbit that moves on a specific N -dimensional torus in
the phase space. For example, in the harmonic oscillator we have one constant
of motion H and for each value that H can take we have a corresponding
orbit in the 2-dimensional phase space (Fig. 2.1). This is because harmonic
oscillator is integrable d.s.
• Ergodic d.s.[1][2] is a system where for almost any initial condition the aver-
age value of an observable over the whole phase space equals the time average
of the observable after infinite time evolution. An observable is a function that
prescribes a real number to each point in the phase space.
An alternative definition is that the orbit of the ergodic system should go ar-
bitrary close to every point in the phase space on the constant energy surface,
and the proportion of infinite time that the system spends in some subspace
of the phase space should be equivalent to the relative volume of that sub-
space. This is important for the statistical mechanics since it is built on the
presupposition that all microstates compatible with the given macrostate are
equally probable.
• Chaotic d.s.[70] If all trajectories in the non-zero volume of the phase space
have Ljapunov exponents greater than zero, the system is chaotic. Ljapunov
exponent λ tells us that for two points in this volume pi(t0) that are arbitrary
close together at time t0, the distance between them grows exponentially with
time |p1(t) − p2(t)| ∝ eλt|p1(t0) − p2(t0)|. Since the region is finite, this is
not an exact expression. We usually define the Ljapunov exponent as λ =
lim
t→∞
lim
δr(0)→0
1
t
ln( δr(t)
δr(0)
), where δr(t) represents the distance between two points
in the phase space at time t. Chaotic many-body systems are usually ergodic.
3.2 Quantum Theory
In quantum mechanics an analogue to the dynamical system does not exist, since a
system cannot be described as a point in the phase space. Therefore, the definitions
based on the trajectories in the phase space cannot be used as well. But, we still
want to know when the system is solvable, whether quantum system can be ergodic,
and whether there exists an analogue to the classical chaos in quantum mechanics.
I will introduce a few established observations about quantum chaos, ergodicity
and integrability, but they are not necessarily all well understood:
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• Spectral properties
In quantum mechanics the conserved quantities are the result of symmetries.
An integrable system in quantum sense can then be described as having enough
conserved quantities so that the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized solely by
knowing the symmetries of the system [6][71]. Therefore, each eigenstate of
the Hamiltonian is in its own symmetry sector and under the variation of some
parameter in the Hamiltonian it evolves independently from other states [3][4].
From this we expect that the energy eigenvalues will freely move around as
functions of parameters, not knowing about other eigenvalues. On the other
hand, in non-integrable systems we will not have enough conserved quantities,
and different energy levels will fall under the same symmetry sector. These
will not evolve freely when varying the parameter in the Hamiltonian, and
crossings will be prohibited.
If the system lacks any symmetry sectors at all and is chaotic, then it is hy-
pothesised that the Hamiltonian should be very similar to a matrix with uncor-
related random entries since such a matrix has no symmetries. The properties
of random matrices will be examined in the next section (Sec. 3.3), but for
now it will suffice to observe (Fig. 3.1). The level dynamics under varying
coupling parameter changes when we go from a random block diagonal matrix
to a normal random matrix from many level crossings to no level crossings.
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Figure 3.1: In the figure we see how eigenvalues of a random Hamiltonian H = H0+λH1+g(λ)H2
change with the parameter λ . Because the H0 and H1 are of the block diagonal form with many
blocks, they allow for many level crossings but when the coupling constant g(λ) becomes large, the
Gaussian random matrix without any additional symmetries H2 dominates and we see the level
repulsions.
• Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis
Analogously to the classical case, one usually considers a closed quantum me-
chanical system to be ergodic if for a finite family of commuting observables
any initial state in a given energy shell evolves in time so that after a long time
for most times the joint probability distribution of these observables is close to
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their microcanonical distribution [8]. The remarkable fact is that the time
average indeed equals the microcanonical average if the system is chaotic in the
quantum sensethe Hamiltonian has the properties of the random matrices.
Since these definitions are not necessary practical in the realistic or experimen-
tal set-ups, Srednicki [9] developed the anzats that should describe the matrix
elements of observables in the basis of the eigenstates of a Hamiltonian, which
is called the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis
⟨m|O|n⟩ = O(E¯)δmn + e−S(E¯)/2fO(E¯, ω)Rmn, (3.2)
where |m⟩ are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and E¯ = (En + Em)/2, ω =
En − Em. O(E¯) and fO are smooth functions, Rnm is a random real variable
(in the case of symmetric Hamiltonian) with zero mean and unit variance.
S(E) is thermodynamic entropy at energy E and is presented in [9][72].
The anzats tells us that the diagonal elements should vary as a smooth function
of energy O(E) plus small fluctuations Rmm, while the off-diagonal elements
should consist of small fluctuations Rmn times some smooth function of ω and
E¯.
3.3 Results from the Random Matrix Theory
A random matrix is a matrix with random entries [12][7]. We would like to determine
the probability distribution of these entries if they are assumed independent and if
the matrix has a given symmetry. In all of the examples I will focus on the real
symmetric matrix. If we start with 2× 2 matrix
M =
⎛⎝x11 x12
x12 x22
⎞⎠ , (3.3)
we can write down the distribution P (H) defined as∫︂ ∞
−∞
dx11dx22dx12P (M) = 1, (3.4)
which must be invariant under canonical transformations that preserve symmetry of
the matrix (in this case under the group of orthogonal transformations O(2)), there-
fore being a universal distribution describing the distribution of every symmetric
matrix. Beside this, we want the matrix elements to be uncorrelated, which leads
to
P (M) = P11(x11)P22(x22)P12(x12). (3.5)
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From these assumptions alone, it follows that variables x11 and x22 must be gov-
erned by the normal distributionN (µ, σ) and variable x12 by the normal distribution
N (µ, σ/√2) [7]. The first argument of N is a mean value and the second argument
the variance of the normal distribution. According to [7], the distribution can be
evaluated for any matrix dimension and equals
P (M) = Ce−ATrM
2
, (3.6)
which holds even for hermitian and quaternion real random matrices.
3.3.1 The Nearest Neighbour Level Spacing Distribution
We can extract many characteristics of these random matrices [7][6], one of them
being the probability distribution of the nearest neighbour level spacings (NNLD)
P (S) = ⟨δ(S −∆E)⟩, (3.7)
where ∆E = Ei+1 − Ei is the difference between two neighbouring levels.
Let us focus again on the spectra of a random 2×2 symmetric matrix (Eq. 3.3).
It can be easily evaluated with the characteristic polynomial, giving
E± =
1
2
(︂
x11 + x22 ±
√︂
(x11 − x22)2 + 4x212
)︂
, (3.8)
for the eigenvalues of the matrix M . Putting this in the equation (Eq. 3.7), we get
P (S) =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dx11dx22dx12
e−x
2
11/2√
2π
e−x
2
22/2√
2π
e−x
2
12√
π
δ
(︂
S −
√︂
(x11 − x22)2 + 4x212
)︂
, (3.9)
where I averaged over all values given by the distribution P (M) [73]. After evaluat-
ing the integral with the help of new variables r cos(Θ) = x11− x22, r sin(Θ) = 2x12
and ψ = x11 + x22, we arrive at [73][7]
P (S) =
Sπ
2
e−S
2 π
4 orthogonal, (3.10)
P (S) =
S232
π2
e−S
2 4
π unitary, (3.11)
P (S) =
S4218
36π3
e−S
2 64
9π symplectic. (3.12)
For the sake of completeness, I listed also the results for the hermitian (quaternion
real) matrix invariant under unitary (unitary symplectic) group. Very similar distri-
butions describe the spectrum of the infinite-dimensional random matrix [12][7], and
these results will suffice for our purposes. The most important observation is that
eigenvalues are prohibited from being degenerate since P (S = 0) = 0, and that dif-
ferent random matrices exhibit level repulsions of different magnitude. There exists
a great amount of evidence that these NNLD should appear in the energy spectrum
of physical systems that are in the limit ℏ→ 0 chaotic in the classical sense [13].
For comparison, it would also be useful to derive the distribution that is ex-
pected for the integrable systems [7]. Our assumption will be that in these systems
the eigenvalues are not correlated and the probability distribution of finding an
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Figure 3.2: In the figure we see the distributions (Eq. 3.10) and the histogram of the nearest
neighbour level spacings (NNLD) for an N ×N random matrix. This proves the statement that a
random matrix of any size will obey the same distribution as a 2×2 one. Beside this, the plots show
how the choice of the unfolding procedure affects the distribution. Unfolding and Approximation
refer to different (Eq. 3.17) procedures done after the soft Gaussian broadening.
eigenvalue with energy E is therefore constant. The probability of finding the near-
est neighbour of the energy level E at value E + S then equals to the probability of
finding the eigenvalue at distance S (constant probability), times the probability of
not having the nearest neighbour in the interval [E,E + S)
P (S) =
∫︂ ∞
S
P (S ′)dS ′. (3.13)
Since lim
S→∞
P (S) = 0, after differentiating both sides with respect to S, we arrive at
Poissonian distribution
∂P (S)
∂S
= −P (S) −→ P (S) = e−S. (3.14)
The given distribution is the exact opposite of the (Eq. 3.10) distributions. Now,
eigenvalues prefer to be close to degenerate with the neighbouring eigenvalues.
In realistic physical systems we will often find some deviations from these shapes.
Only the limits of completely integrable and completely chaotic systems obey these
distributions. In the systems that are neither integrable nor chaotic, their distribu-
tion often resembles some mixture of both [6]. These mixed distributions are not
entirely understood. A short preview can be found in [6].
3.3.2 Unfolding of Spectra
In order to compare a given spectrum with the derived distributions (Eq. 3.10), we
want the mean level spacing to be 1. This is achieved with the so-called unfolding
procedure, where one extracts the mean part from spectra and considers only the
fluctuations around the mean. We do so by splitting the spectral density
ρ(E) =
1
N
∑︂
i
δ(E − Ei) −→ ρ(E) = ρ¯(E) + ρ∗(E) (3.15)
in two by defining ρ¯(E) as the mean and ρ∗(E) as the fluctuating part. There are
many procedures that extract the mean part. Here, I will mention two:
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• Gaussian broadening [7][74]
With this method we extract the mean part of level density function and the
mean part of comulative integral over the density function σ(E) =
∫︁ E
−∞ ρ(E
′)dE ′
by convolving the spectral density with Gaussian distribution
ρ∆(E) =
1
N∆
√
π
∑︂
i
e−(E−Ei)
2/∆2 . (3.16)
By minimizing the mean square deviation between σ(E) and σ∆(E) under
variyng ∆, we should get ρ∆(E) = ρ¯(E) [7]. This procedure fits the actual
distribution too well and is not good for extracting ρ¯(E). I successfully modi-
fied the procedure by fitting only the small number of equally separated points
on σ(E) (four or five, even two). This procedure turned out to be remarkably
resistant to any errors and is used throughout the work. I will refer to it as a
soft Gaussian broadening.
• Polynomial unfolding [75]
In a very similar way we can simply fit a polynomial p(E) of an order that
is not too high to our σ(E), and then declare p(E) = σ¯(E). The order of
my polynomial is usually around 3, and one should be careful not to take an
order of more than 20. In the article [75], they show that a higher order will
result in overfitting. This method has some drawbacks as well, one of them
is being weak on flat parts in the spectrum, as the polynomial will tend to fit
these occurrences with a negative derivative curve which completely spoils the
procedure. It can be solved by fitting with restriction but due to the nature
of the spectra considered in this work, with very flat distributions in a low
energy spectrum, I usually used the soft Gaussian broadening.
From [76] it is clear that the unfolding procedure should not affect the NNLD
considerably.
After obtaining the average density and the corresponding σ¯(E), we can calculate
new energy levels and energy spacings with the mean level spacing that is equal to
one, with (again) two main procedures.
ei = Nσ¯(Ei) or ei+1 − ei = N(Ei+1 − Ei)ρ¯(Ei). (3.17)
The first equation is proposed in [7], while the second is derived in [76] and mentioned
as an alternative in [7].
3.3.3 r-statistics
Random matrix theory can predict other spectral properties as well. As we could see,
the caveat in the previous technique is the unfolding procedure, which can reduce
the precision of the method [74]. In order to define a better observable, Oganesyan
and Huse [77] proposed a distribution of ratios rn defined as
rn =
En+1 − En
En − En−1 . (3.18)
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where En is the n-the energy level and a non-divergent distribution of r˜n, defined as
r˜n =
min(En+1 − En, En − En−1)
max(En+1 − En, En − En−1) = min
(︂
rn,
1
rn
)︂
, (3.19)
where we, in a way, regularize the divergences at large ratios in order to create
convergent averages [78].
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Figure 3.3: In the figure we see the distributions (Eq. 3.20) and the histogram of the r-statistics
for an N × N random matrix. This proves the statement that a random matrix of any size will
obey the same distribution as the 2× 2 (Eq. 3.3) one. Additionally, in the legend we see that the
values of ⟨r⟩ and ⟨r˜⟩ agree with the prediction (Tab. 3.1).
The averages of these ratios and their distributions over the full spectrum were
shown to be extremely stable and a good predictor of quantum chaos [78]. In the
article [78], authors extracted the expected values of these observables, based on
random matrix theory, and are shown in (Tab. 3.1). For the purpose of plotting in
the logarithmic scale, I also defined new observables ⟨r˜⟩0 = (0.53 − ⟨r˜⟩)/0.53 and
⟨r⟩0 = (⟨r⟩−1.76)/1.76, where chaotic statistics would result in ⟨r⟩0 ≈ ⟨r˜⟩0 ≈ 0 and
poissonian distribution in ⟨r˜⟩0 ≈ 0.271.
Table 3.1: In [78] they give two estimates for each of the observables presented in the table. Index
1 means that the value was calculated analytically for the 3 × 3 random matrix and index 2 that
the value was calculated numerically by averaging over 105 random matrices of size 1000× 1000. I
listed also the relative discrepancy from chaotic values ⟨r˜⟩0.
observable Poisson GOE
⟨r⟩1 ∞ 1.75
⟨r⟩2 ∞ 1.7781(1)
⟨r˜⟩1 0.38629 0.53590
⟨r˜⟩2 ... 0.5307(1)
⟨r˜⟩0 0.271... 0
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Beside the averages of the r values, the distribution of r values is also frequently
used in literature to determine the statistics as it does not depend on the unfolding
procedure. I will prefer the distributions of r values over the NNLD as well since
in the step-like spectrum (for example in a sine-Gordon model at finite size) the
unfolding procedure often fails. At the same time, errors are much harder to estimate
if we distort them with the unfolding procedure. In analogue with the equations
(Eq. 3.10), we can derive the probability distributions for ratios of 2 × 2 random
matrices (Eq. 3.3)
P (r) =
2
(1 + r)2
poisson, (3.20)
P (r) =
27
8
r + r2
(1 + r + r2)5/2
orthogonal, (3.21)
P (r) =
81
√
3
4π
(r + r2)2
(1 + r + r2)4
unitary, (3.22)
P (r) =
729
√
3
4π
(r + r2)4
(1 + r + r2)7
symplectic. (3.23)
According to [78], these results should hold also for the N ×N matrices. The figure
(Fig. 3.3) can serve as a numerical demonstration of the conjecture.
3.4 The TCSA and Chaos in Quantum Field Theory
When we talk about quantum chaos in Quantum Field Theory, we expect that the
same conclusions as in many-body quantum chaos should hold. This is due to the
fact that quantum field theories can be represented as many-body quantum systems
in the limit, where the centres of potentials around each particle are infinitely close
to each other (see Fig. 2.2 or [33])they are continuous and have infinitely many
degrees of freedom. However, exactly due to the latter reason it is hard to design effi-
cient numerical methods for quantum field theories because of the memory and time
constraints. The methods that are currently known are not capable of extracting
eigenenergies of higher excited states, which is why there are not many numerical
confirmations of our hypothesis, that is, non-integrable models of quantum field
theory should have spectral statistics predicted by the random matrix theory.
On the other hand, the method presented in (Ch. 2) is exactly what we need
to analyse spectral statistics in quantum field theories. The method is well suited
for extracting the spectrum, but it is mostly successful in one-dimensional models
in finite space. In (Ch. 4) I will therefore try to use the method on a few one-
dimensional models in order to test their spectral statistics.
In order to use the method for this purpose, we must modify our spectral ob-
servables. This is because a noncovergent spectrum will lead to chaotic statistics
even if the model is integrable. Since the spectrum that has not converged is in a
sense random, and no information can be extracted from it, it should resemble the
spectrum of a random matrix. But, on the other hand, when integrable statistics
is observed, we can argue that the method gave us the right result since the statis-
tics would otherwise obey (Eq. 3.10 and 3.20). To make sure that the spectrum is
chaotic due to physics and not due to lack of convergence, I developed a procedure
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which is presented in (Subsec. 3.4.1). The procedure will allow us to calculate a
spectral observable, and at the same time estimate its error.
3.4.1 Measure of Convergence
Instead of testing the convergence of each eigenvalue on its own, we will test the
convergence of our observables. This is not a trivial task because spectral statistics
will converge into a random one if the spectrum does not converge. Beside this,
even in the convergent part of the spectrum, some eigenvalues will have a worse
convergence, and we would like to estimate how much these eigenvalues change the
value of the spectral observable.
We will solve the problem with the following approach. We will focus on r-
statistics because it does not require the unfolding. Then, for each r value we will
ask ourselves how much it fluctuates when we vary the cutoff, and in this way we
will estimate the error of each particular value. As an estimation of error can serve
the change of r value in the last few steps
ri = rij ±
1
M
(︂M−1∑︂
k=0
|rij−k − rij−k−1|
)︂
, (3.24)
where ri is the value (Eq. 3.18) for i-th group of eigenvalues ordered by energy, j is
the highest cutoff that we have and M is the number of the lower cutoffs that we
will consider. A similar procedure can be done for r˜i as well.
If we calculate the average ⟨r⟩ now, we are able to estimate the accuracy of the
spectral observable and therefore the effects of the worse convergent levels on the
observable
⟨r⟩ = ⟨rj⟩ ± 1
N
N∑︂
i=0
∆ri(j,M), (3.25)
where N is the number of eigenvalues that we include. This estimation is probably
absolutely too harsh for our purposes but we must be very accurate, as a non-
convergent spectrum could give us false information.
In addition, if we want to plot distributions of r-values, we need a way of esti-
mating the error bars on the histogram. For the upper bound I will go through all
the values and check how many of them can fall in the given bin, while for the lower
bound I will not count all values that can be in any other bin.
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With the numerical method presented in (Ch. 2), we are able to extract a part
of the energy spectrum of models like ϕ4 and sine-Gordon model for many val-
ues of their coupling parameters. By combining the operators we are even able to
reach spectra of models with two cosine potentials (double sine-Gordon) [25] and
cosine potential plus ϕ2 (massive Schwinger-Thirring model Sec. 4.4). This gives us
an incredible opportunity to explore energy spectra of the highly interacting non-
integrable quantum field theories. As I presented in (Ch. 3), this is a particularly
unique opportunity because there are not many numerical methods capable of ex-
tracting spectra of quantum field theories. Since spectral statistics is hypothesised
to be a good signature of quantum chaos, I will mainly analyse spectral statistics
of these models. However, for the double sine-Gordon model, where convergence is
surprisingly good in the regions with chaotic statistics, I will shortly review other
observables that can serve as a tool for analysing quantum ergodicity (according to
Eigenstate Thermalizaion Hypothesis Subsec. 3.2) as well.
To implement the method I had to determine which part of the Hamiltonian is
exactly solvable and then express the rest of the Hamiltonian in the basis of the
solvable part. All the models are in a sense connected by the same exactly solvable
part that is either a massless or a massive free scalar field. To understand the
discussion in the rest of the chapter, we will have to summarize the properties of
these exactly solvable theories in (Sec. 4.1). Then, I will proceed and introduce the
integrable sine-Gordon model (Sec. 4.2) that is necessary for the understanding of
the double sine-Gordon and sine-Gordon plus ϕ2 models. At that point, I will also
introduce the format of the plots used all over this section. In the next sections, I
will use the knowledge about the sine-Gordon model to introduce the non-integrable
double sine-Gordon and sine-Gordon plus ϕ2 models (Sec. 4.3 & 4.4), both of which
are a good testing ground for our hypothesis about quantum chaos. Lastly, I will
present the ϕ4 model (Sec. 4.5). Although there are fewer plots, these results were
much more challenging to obtain, and this model can serve as a benchmark for what
this method is capable of.
4.1 Free Scalar Field in One Dimension
Free fields are those that do not interact with other fields or with themselves and
are known to be exactly solvable. They form the basis of perturbation theory, where
due to small couplings we reduce the theory to interacting eigenmodes of free fields
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[20]. If the field is massless, the model is conformally invariant, while the massive
free field is not. The massive free scalar field is known also as a Klein-Gordon field
with a well-known dispersion relation ωk =
√
k2 +m2.
Since they are exactly solvable, we can use them for the TCSA. In order to achieve
discrete spectrum, we will have to consider fields of finite lengths with periodic
boundary conditions or fields with fixed endpoints.
4.1.1 The Massless Case
The Hamiltonian of a massless free scalar field is
H0 =
1
8π
∫︂ L
0
(︂
∂tϕ(x, t)
)︂2
+
(︂
∂xϕ(x, t)
)︂2
dx, (4.1)
π(x, t) =
∂L
∂ϕ̇
=
1
4π
∂tϕ(x, t), [ϕ(x, t), π(x, t)] = iδ(x− y), (4.2)
where we have already taken into account the periodic boundary conditions. Further,
I will restrict myself to Dirichlet boundary conditions ϕ(0, t) = ϕ(L, t) = 0 when
working with massless free boson field due to the reasons explained in (Appendix
A). This means that we are restricting ourselves to the string with a fixed point
and standing waves only. Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian is quite simple and is
performed in (Appendix A), leading to the step-like spectrum and the Hamiltonian
H =
4π
L
[︂π20
2
+
∑︂
n̸=0
a−nan − 1
24
]︂
, (4.3)
where the new operators are defined as
[an, am] = nδn+m π0 =
1
L
∫︂ L
0
π(x)dx. (4.4)
We have to treat the zero-th mode separately due to conformal invariance. π0
corresponds to the total momentum of the system. If we think of the field as a
string in space, this represents a momentum of the string travelling in space [18].
The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are
|α;n1, n2, ...⟩ = a
n1
−1a
n2
−2...
n1!1n1n2!2n2 ...
Vα|0⟩ =
∑︁
k a
nk
−k√︁∏︁
k nk!k
nk
Vα|0⟩, (4.5)
with the vacuum state defined as ak|0⟩ = 0 for all k ∈ N and energies
⟨{nk}k∈Z|HCFT |{nk}k∈Z⟩ = α
2
2
+
∑︂
k
nkk. (4.6)
Therefore, if we order the eigenenergies by magnitude, the spectrum has a step-like
form for fixed α. The new operator Vα is called a Vertex operator and creates an
eigenstate of the π0 operator. It is simply an exponent of the dimensionless field
operator
Vα(x, t) = eiαϕ(x,t). (4.7)
It generates an infinite number of local fields related to the field ϕ(x) with scaling
dimension ∆ = α
2
2
(Sec. 2.3), since HVα|0⟩ = α22 Vα|0⟩ (Appendix A and [18]). As a
consequence, our Hilbert space is no longer discrete, and we can form a new eigen-
state Vα|0⟩ for each α ∈ R. However, because under Dirichlet boundary conditions
the Hamiltonian operator does not mix between states of different α, we simply
make a restriction to α = 0.
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4.1.2 The Massive Case
If we are dealing with the massive free boson
H0 =
1
8π
∫︂ L
0
(︂
∂tϕ(x, t)
)︂2
+
(︂
∂xϕ(x, t)
)︂2
+
m2
2
ϕ2(x, t)dx, (4.8)
π(x, t) =
∂L
∂ϕ̇
=
1
4π
∂tϕ(x, t), [ϕ(x, t), π(x, t)] = iδ(x− y), (4.9)
where m2 is a mass parameter, the derivation is much simpler. We get the equation
(Eq. A.4) but now instead of k2 we have a term k2 + m2, and hence the modes
with k = 0 are well defined as well. The eigenbasis is the standard Klein-Gordon
one [20] with the creation and annihilation operators b†k, bk that are defined in
(Eq. A.5) but now with the defined zero-th modes and commutation relations
[bk, b
†
q] = δk,q, [bk, bq] = 0. The eigenstates are built on a vacuum state defined
as b−k|0⟩ = bk|0⟩ = b0|0⟩ = 0, where k ∈ Z. One should keep in mind that in
this case we use negative and positive values of k for both creation and annihilation
operators.
The eigenstates under periodic boundary conditions are the standard ones of the
form [20]
|..., n−2, n−1, n0, n1, n2, ...⟩ =
∑︁
k b
†
k√︁∏︁
k nk!
|0⟩, (4.10)
with energies
⟨{nk}k∈Z|HMFB|{nk}k∈Z⟩ =
∑︂
k
nk
√
m2 + k2. (4.11)
4.2 The sine-Gordon Model
The sine-Gordon Lagrangian describes the relativistically invariant real scalar field
in (1+1)D with periodic boundary conditions.
S =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂ 1
8π
(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2 − 1
8π
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2
+ µ cos
(︂ β√
4π
ϕ
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
L
]︂
. (4.12)
Since we are able to write the cosine as a sum of two vertex operators and express
them in the basis of the massless free boson (Appendix B.1), the Lagrangian repre-
sents a perturbation of the fixed point of a free massless boson with the field of a
scaling dimension ∆ = β
2
8π
. The coupling constants thus scale as (mass)2(1−∆) and
the perturbation is relevant only for values of β <
√
8π ≈ 5.01. However, the good
news is that the theory makes sense only for values β <
√
8π since above this value
the energy per unit volume is unbounded below, and the theory has no ground state
[79]. This fact can be observed by looking at the renormalization group flow in the
figure (Fig. 2.3) as well. To understand how this happens, we have to look at the
classical theory.
If the Lagrangian describes the classical field in infinite volume, then we find
that there are many stationary solutions, called solitons, that interpolate between
different vacua in the cosine potential. They look like a step function with values
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ϕ(−∞) = √4π2πn/β and ϕ(+∞) = √4π2πm/β, and have mass Ms = 8√µ/β. If
m − n = 1, we call this a soliton, and if m − n = −1 we call it an antisoliton.
They can form stable bound states called breathers that are built from solitons and
antisolitons and occupy continuous range of energies [28]. In the quantum case,
the breathers spectrum becomes discretized and only a few breather excitations are
allowed with masses
mn = 2Ms sin
(︂nπp
2
)︂
, n = 1, 2, ... <
1
p
(4.13)
where p = β2/(8π − β2). Additionally, the mass of the soliton changes due to
quantization and is equivalent to [80]
µ =
(︂Ω
β
)︂2
= κ(∆)M2−2∆, (4.14)
where Ω has a dimension of the mass and the new constants are defined as
∆ =
β2
8π
, κ(∆) =
2
π
Γ(∆)
Γ(1−∆)
[︃√πΓ(︂ 1
2−2∆
)︂
2Γ
(︂
∆
2−2∆
)︂ ]︃2−2∆. (4.15)
The quantized model has many new properties. We see that by increasing β (equiva-
lent to going from 1/p =∞ to 1/p = 1), the number of breathers reduces drastically,
and above the value β2 = 4π, where p = 1 there are no breathers allowedthey one
by one decay into soliton-antisoliton pairs [81].
Another interesting observation is that the theory is exactly equivalent to the
massive Thirring model, defined with the Lagrangian [79][82]
L = iψ¯γµ∂µψ − m˜ψ¯ψ − g
2
(ψ¯γµψ)2, (4.16)
where ψ are Dirac spinors and γµ gamma matrices, the generators of the Lorentz
transformation on spinors [20]. The theory is the simplest model of self-interacting
fermions in the same manner as the ϕ4 for self-interacting bosons. The sine-Gordon
model and massive Thirring model are related through equations
4π
β2
= 1 +
g
π
, µ cos
(︂ β√
4π
ϕ
)︂
= −m˜ψ¯ψ, − β
4π
√
π
ϵµν∂νϕ = ψ¯γ
µψ, (4.17)
which reveals the special importance of the point β2 = 4π where fermions have no
self-interaction. Above this point the interaction is repulsive and below this point
attractive. At the same time, it becomes clear that the cosine potential represents
the mass term in the fermionic version of the model.
In literature, the coupling constants of the theory are often defined in other ways,
which is why one must be careful when comparing the results (ch. 2.5.[83], appendix
E [32]). During the numerical implementation, I will redefine the coupling constant
µ in order to introduce a dimensionless coupling constant l = MsL, where L is the
size of the system (Eq. 4.12). The coupling will then behave as [84]
µ′ =
κ(p)
2
(︂π
l
)︂ p−1
p+1
, (4.18)
if we multiply the free boson part with π
l
(Appendix B.1.1). The new coupling is
introduced through the coordinate transformation.
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4.2.1 Spectral Statistics of the sine-Gordon Model
Using the algorithm that gives results in accordance with [84], I investigated spectral
statistics of the sine-Gordon model. Since the sine-Gordon model is integrable, we
expect to see poissonian spectral statistics. Aside from this, we want to know how
the convergence changes with β in order to use this knowledge in other models. The
results of this investigation are seen in figures (Fig. 4.1). We observe that ⟨r⟩ ranges
between values close to the Poisson value, with variations depending on β and l. We
also note that convergence decreases with increasing β and l.
Figure 4.1: In the figures we see how the average of r˜ and r over first 800 eigenvalues changes with
the parameters β and l in the sine-Gordon model (Eq. 4.12). We plot ⟨r⟩0 and log⟨r˜⟩0 (Subsec.
3.3.3). The points with the black dots have an estimated absolute error greater than the value in
the legend.
The observation about the convergence is not striking, since we knew in advance
that higher l will result in larger µ and hence in the slower convergence. At the same
time, we knew that the cosine perturbation of the free massless boson has a scaling
dimension 2(1 − ∆), and is therefore less and less relevant for larger and larger β.
On the other hand, the observation that statistics can vary from value to value in
non-trivial form, is a bit surprising. Although in other models I will not report on
average value of r statistics, this is a perfect model to explain why this statistics is
bad.
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Figure 4.2: In the left figure we see how energy levels change when we vary β. We see that at small
values levels are almost degenerated with a large gap between groups of levels. In the right figure
we see how the average of r over the first 800 eigenvalues changes with the parameters β and l
in the sine Gordon model (Eq. 4.12) if large steps are neglected. ⟨r⟩0 is plotted in a logarithmic
scale. The points with the black dots have an estimated absolute error greater than the value in the
legend.
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The average value of r-statistics is extremely sensitive to the step-like spectra, as
seen in (Fig. 4.2 left), since large steps, especially if they appear after a small level
spacing, will result in a very large average r value, which does not tell us much about
the level repulsion but strongly affects ⟨r⟩. A demonstration of this is figure (Fig.
4.2 right), in which I intentionally skipped all the steps in the spectrum. We see
that the large values of ⟨r⟩ are gone. The stripes of a large average value of r appear
suspiciously near the points of 1/p ∈ N and start around the value β = 1. In other
models the ⟨r⟩ spectral observable did not reveal any significant information, but
here we observe yet another thingthe arch appearing in the interval β ∈ (0.3, 1).
To check that the averages of ⟨r˜⟩ and ⟨r⟩ are trustworthy, I also looked at how
the probability distribution of r values looks like for two parameters (Fig. 4.3);
one for parameters that show almost white ⟨r˜⟩0, and one for a larger β that show
blue ⟨r˜⟩0 in (Fig. 4.1). We see that although the averages differ substantially, the
distributions are very similar and as predicted for the integrable model.
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Figure 4.3: In the figures we see the r value distribution evaluated in the energy window of 1000th-
4000th energy levels with the estimated errors for the sine-Gordon model (Eq. 4.12) at l ≈ 1. As
expected, the distribution is poissonian.
4.3 Double Frequency sine-Gordon
Double frequency sine-Gordon model has an action [24][25][26][27][28]
S =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂ 1
8π
(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2 − 1
8π
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2
+ µ1 cos
(︂ β1√
4π
ϕ
)︂
+ µ2 cos
(︂ β2√
4π
ϕ+ δ
)︂]︂
.
(4.19)
In this work, I will focus on δ = 0, as the main interest is not to understand the
parameter space of the model, but to check how integrability breaking affects the
spectral statistic of the theory. The potentials accessible through this model are
very rich (Fig. 4.4).
Coupling constants in front of the cosine potentials scale as (mass)2(1−∆βi ), there-
fore they are relevant perturbations, and hence our method should be convergent
with the cutoff for βi <
√
8π ≈ 5.01. Apart from this, we have a new condition that
β1β2 < 4π ≈ 12.6 [28]. We expect the convergence, similarly to the sine-Gordon
model, to be strongly dependant on the dimensionless parameters l1 = M1L and
l2 =M2L.
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Figure 4.4: In the figures are plots of the potential V (ϕ) = cos(β1ϕ) + cos(β2ϕ) for different
choices of β1 and β2. These are, however, classical potentials, and the effective potentials can
differ substantially due to quantum effects [20].
4.3.1 Frequency Dependence
Searching through the parameter space of the double frequency sine-Gordon model
is messy due to four free parameters β1,2 and µ1,2. In figure (Fig. 4.5) I chose to
vary β1,2 while I fixed the mass of the first breather m
li =MiL =
mL
2 sin
(︂
πpi
2
)︂ , (4.20)
where pi = β2i /(8π− β2i ). I set the product to mL = 0.025, which is very small, but
the statistics does not change considerably from the case where mL is larger (Fig.
4.6 upper).
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Figure 4.5: In the figure we see how ⟨r˜⟩0 (Subsec. 3.3.3), evaluated in the energy window of the
1000th-4000th energy levels, changes with the parameters β1 and β2 in the double frequency sine-
Gordon model (Eq. 4.19) if mass of the first breather is fixed. The points with the black dots have
an estimated absolute error greater than the value in the legend. mL = 0.025. For exact notation
check (Appendix B.1.1).
As expected, for β1 = β2 (sine-Gordon model) we see a very poissonian-like
statistics, and nonintegrable statistics when we go away from this line of points.
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The poissoninan-like statistics at points where β1,2 differ considerably is also not
unexpected because in the semi classical picture the potential then looks like a
cosine dressed with another cosine and is just a slight deviation from the sine-
Gordon model. The most striking observation is that for values β1, β2 < 1 the
statistics apparently does not deviate from the poissonian one considerably and a
very similar thing happens for β > 3. This can probably be explained by the fact
that for β < 1 (p < 0.041..) we should observe behaviour similar to Klein Gordon
model (Subsec. 4.1.2), while at a larger β we are already too close to the the free
fermion point p = 1 or β1 = β2 =
√
4π ≈ 3.54. A very surprising observation in
the figure (Fig. 4.5) is that there is an extremely integrable statistics when any of
βi = 3.54. From this fact we can argue that we have a reliable statistics in this
region because the spectrum that would not converge would result in a more chaotic
statistics.
From (Fig. 4.6) we can conclude that at a larger mL = lb, the chaotic spectral
statistics does not disappear. But, the truncation error slowly grows so much that
at values of lb = 5 we already observe almost chaotic statistics in an obviously
integrable sine-Gordon model (β1 = β2). Therefore, we cannot say for sure what
happens at even larger systems sizes. The energy window possibly plays a role as
well.
To make sure that the values of ⟨r˜⟩ are not giving us a false sign, I also checked
the r values distribution (Fig. 4.6 lower), which show us that in the part of the
spectrum with chaotic ⟨r˜⟩ values the level crossings are prohibited. At the same time,
the distribution is not exactly the one that is predicted by the random matrices.
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Figure 4.6: In the upper figures we see that the chaotic statistics does not disappear by increasing
the system size (left mL = lb = 0.15, center mL = lb = 1, right mL = lb = 5); what changes
is the convergence. All the upper plots have an error above 0.02 almost everywhere. In the lower
figures we see the r-distribution in the integrable point (left) and in the non-integrable point (right)
at mL = lb = 0.025. For exact notation check (Appendix B.1.1).
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I also observed that the statistics with the first breather's mass fixed, always
results in more non-integrable statistics than if I simply set l1 = l2. From this
observation it is clear that the ratio l1/l2 must also play a role. If the ratio is too
far from 1, any double sine-Gordon will have the semi classical potential that looks
almost like the potential of the sine-Gordon. I checked how the spectral statistics
changes with l1/l2 for some fixed β1, β2 in figure (Fig. 4.7 upper), and as expected we
have completely integrable statistics in the extremes of diverging ratio, while around
the ratio 1 we are far from integrable statistics. I observed that for β1, β2 < 1 no
ratio l1/l2 will kick the system out of integrable statistics (Fig. 4.8 left). With this
knowledge I was able to find a point with the convergent spectrum and most chaotic
⟨r˜⟩ (Fig. 4.8 right).
In the search of the limit mL = lb → ∞ I also checked the spectral statistics
in the regions with a bad convergence (Fig. 4.7 lower). I observed that at higher
energy windows, spectral statistics approaches the one predicted by the random
matrix theory. I am not sure what the explanation of the fact that chaotic values
disappear at very large l1, l2 is, but it could be simply due to the bad convergence.
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Figure 4.7: In the upper plot we see how ⟨r˜⟩0 (Subsec. 3.3.3), evaluated in the energy window of
0th-800th energy levels, changes with l1 and l2 in double frequency Sine-Gordon model (Eq. 4.19)
if β1, β2 are fixed. The points with the black dots have an estimated absolute error greater than
the value in the legend. In the lower plots we see the same plot at a lower resolution and different
energy windows. The errors are not drawn, since they cover most of the figure. For exact notation
check (Appendix B.1.1).
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Figure 4.8: In the left plot we see how ⟨r˜⟩0 (Subsec. 3.3.3), evaluated in the energy window of the
0th-800th energy levels, changes with the parameters l1 and l2 in the double frequency sine-Gordon
model (Eq. 4.19) if β1, β2 are fixed and chosen at values β < 1. The points with the black dots
have an estimated absolute error greater than the value in the legend. From this we see that we do
not get strongly non-integrable statistics in region βi < 1 even if we vary l1/l2. In the right plot we
see the r-value distribution in the point that has the most non-integrable statistics in (Fig. 4.7).
For exact notation check (Appendix B.1.1).
4.3.2 System Size Dependence and ETH
In (Ch. 3) I mentioned that the observables in ergodic quantum systems should
have diagonal elements in the energy eigenbasis laying on a smooth line with small
random deviations. I tested if the TCSA can be used for this purpose on (Fig. 4.9
and 4.10). I observed that we will have to reach values of mL = lb > 4 since below
this value the spectra is of a step-like form which causes the diagonal elements to be
discontinuous. But, at larger values the error is so extremely large that only the first
few hundred energy levels converge. Therefore, for future studies the convergence
would have to be improved, possibly by changing the truncation based on the system
size.
Figure 4.9: The plots show how diagonal elements of the cos(0.1ϕ) operator in the eigenbasis of
the double sine-Gordon model change with lb = mL (Eq. 4.20). At small values we have complex
structured lines that are cut due to the step-like spectrum and at larger values still relatively complex
lines that are slowly merging, with smoother discontinuities.
Nevertheless, we are still able to observe that the structure present in the diagonal
elements of cosine operator in the sine-Gorodn eigenbasis (Fig. 4.10 left) disappears
in the double sine-Gordon eigenbasis (Fig. 4.9 left).
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Figure 4.10: The plots show how diagonal elements of the cos(0.1ϕ) operator in the eigenbasis of
the sine-Gordon model change with lb = mL (Eq. 4.20). At small values we have relatively smooth
lines that are cut due to the step-like spectrum and at larger values lines that are slowly merging,
with smoother discontinuities.
4.4 The sine-Gordon Plus ϕ2 Model
Another possible non-integrable model that we can think of is the sine-Gordon plus
ϕ2 model, with action [28][29][30]
S =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂ 1
8π
(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2 − 1
8π
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2
+
m2
2
ϕ2 + µ cos
(︂ β√
4π
ϕ+ δ
)︂]︂
, (4.21)
where I will set δ = 0, as we are again interested only in finding the non-integrable
spectral statistics rather than exploring the parameter space. Many possible config-
urations of the potential are seen in (Fig. 4.11). For smaller β the potential is the
one of the massive free boson, while for the larger values of β we have a potential
that is similar to the ϕ4 in the symmetry broken phase, and for even larger values
of β the potential that is very similar to the sine-Gordon potential lying on the
parabola.
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Figure 4.11: In the figures are plots of the potential V (ϕ) = m
2
8π2ϕ
2 + κ(β)2 cos(βϕ) on the line m =
0.1. These are, however, classical potentials, and the effective potentials can differ substantially
due to the quantum effects [20].
Beside this, due to the relations (Eq. 4.17), the model is equivalent to the model
of Quantum electrodynamics in two dimensions with a self-interacting fermionic
field, known as the massive Schwinger-Thirring model [29]
L = −1
4
(︂
Fµν
)︂2
+ ψ¯γµ
(︂
∂µ − ie0Aµ
)︂
ψ − m˜ψ¯ψ + g
2
(︂
ψ¯γµψ
)︂2
(4.22)
or the massive Schwinger model for g = 0, β =
√
4π [85] [86][30]. Here, ψ represents
the fermionic field and γµ matrices generators of the Lorentz transformation on
spinors. The Aµ is a two-vector of electromagnetic field Aµ = (Φ, A), where Φ is
electric potential and A magnetic potential and Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ electromagnetic
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stress tensor [20]. e0 is simply an electric charge. To show the connection, one must
write down the equation of the Hamiltonian density in the gauge Ax = 0, where
the only difference between the massive free fermion Hamiltonian and the massive
Schwinger-Thirring model is the term (Ftx)2. This term can be represented by
e20
8π2
ϕ2,
if δ = 0. Here, δ ̸= 0 captures the effect of the constant background electric field
[86]. The constants then map as [86][30]
β2 =
4π2
π + g
, m =
e0
2π
, µ = 2eγ
(︂m˜
β
)︂2
, (4.23)
where γ = 0.577... is in the Euler constant. From the relations it is also clear that
Ω = m˜
√
2eγ (Eq. 4.14).
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Figure 4.12: In the figure we see how ⟨r˜⟩0, evaluated in the energy window of the first 800 energy
levels, changes with the parameters β and m in the sine-Gordon plus ϕ2 model (Eq. 4.21) if system
size is fixed to l = 1. The points with the black dots have an estimated absolute error greater than
the value in the legend. For exact notation check (Appendix B.1.1).
Since massive free boson and sine-Gordon are integrable models, the figure (Fig.
4.12) is not that surprising. If we simultaneously look at figure (Fig. 4.11) and (Fig.
4.12), we see that in the region where the semi-classical potential looks like ϕ2, the
result is apparently the integrable statistics of the ϕ2 model. At larger values of β
the cosine potential is not spread out as much and starts to deform the bottom of the
potential, hence also the statistics is not that of the ϕ2 model any more. At values
of even larger β the potential is so strongly deformed that we observe completely
non-integrable statistics.
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4.5 The ϕ4 Model
A ϕ4 Lagrangian describes the relativistically invariant real scalar field in (1+1)D
with periodic boundary conditions [16][42]
S =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ L
0
dx
(︄
(∂tϕ(x, t))
2 − (∂xϕ(x, t))2 − m
2
2
ϕ2(x, t) +
λ
4
ϕ4(x, t)
)︄
. (4.24)
It can be thought of as an equation describing the field of particles connected with
springs that are themselves connected to the wall by springs and quartic potential
(analogous to Fig. 2.2). The particles are infinitely close to each other and there is
infinitely many of them [33]. The model is a very popular testing ground for studies
of strongly interacting field theories and it is of no surprise that a lot of research
in the TCSA was done on the ϕ4 theory [63][87][43][61][62] as well. The theory is
very interesting also due to the ϕ → −ϕ symmetry, spontaneously breaking at the
negative values of a m2 parameter. A similar symmetry breaking can be reached
also by increasing the λ parameter due to the renormalization group corrections. In
[63], they show that symmetry breaking is reached at value λ ≈ 2.8.
All powers of ϕ in one dimension are relevant operators [16]. Because the action
must be dimensionless, the Lagrangian has a dimension [L] = L−2. From here it
follows that due to [∂x] = L−1, the field must be dimensionless [ϕ] = 1, meaning
that under scaling ϕ(x) transforms as ϕ′(x) = ϕ(sx) and hence
gn
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ L
0
dxϕ′n(x, t) = gns−2
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dt
∫︂ L
0
dxϕn(x, t). (4.25)
In order to keep [S] = 1, coupling constant g must change under scaling and it must
change as g′n = gns
2 - increasing with increasing the length scale. With the help of
the perturbation theory, one can calculate the exact corrections to the couplings m2
and λ in ϕ4 theory (Eq. 4.24). The result to the second order in the perturbation
theory are the renormalization group equations shown in (Fig. 2.3), where we see
that both operators ϕ2 and ϕ4 are clearly relevant, which is exactly what we need
for the TCSA method.
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Figure 4.13: In the left figure we see how ⟨r˜⟩0 changes over the first 300 energy levels when varying
the parameter λ in a ϕ4 model (Eq. 6.3) at Er = 35, L = 7. The blue line represent the expected
value for poissonian statistics and the black one for chaotic statistics. The red envelope is an error
estimated with procedure (Subsec. 3.4.1). In the right figure we see level dynamics in accordance
with ⟨r˜⟩0 values. Er stands for energy of truncation.
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We will be interested in a theory with periodic boundary conditions and not
Dirichlet boundary conditions like in examples involving the cosine potential. Ad-
ditionally, I used the massive free boson basis to perform the TCSA instead of a
massless free boson basis since the convergence was much better with the massive
free boson basis. The reason for this is that the dispersion relation
√
m2 + k2 is much
better suited for the ϕ4. Ideally, one would prefer to use an even better dispersion
relation, possibly one based on the diagonal elements of the (Eq. 6.3) Hamiltonian.
I compared the obtained spectrum with the spectrum obtained with the algorithm
published in [63], and I got identical results with a relative error smaller than 10−10.
Overall, the convergence was relatively poor, which is why I had to speed up the
algorithm a lot in order to reach larger cutoffs and use renormalization group cor-
rections calculated in [63]. For example, the error around the 800−th energy level at
λ = 0.3, L = 7 in ϕ4 was comparable to the error around the 4000−th energy level
at β = 3.7, lb = 0.15 in the sG model. With my corrections I tripled the number of
converged levels and was able to extract the result shown in (Fig. 4.13).
Nonetheless, I was happy enough to observe the onset of the chaotic spectral
statistics even in the lower part of the spectrum (Fig. 4.13 and 4.14). Beside this,
I clearly observed many level repulsions, some of them even in the first 10 energy
levels (the same thing was observed in [63] when they varied the system size L). A
very interesting observation is also that ⟨r˜⟩ approaches chaotic value on the interval
λ ∈ (0, 1) but then drops at even larger values. This could be only the effect of the
low energy physics because if one analyses larger energy windows, not only does the
drop disappear, but the error also grows and hence no conclusions can be reached.
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Figure 4.14: In the figures we see the transition from poissonian-like r-distributions to the ones
predicted by the random matrix theory when varying the λ. The results are in accordance with (Fig.
4.13).
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Conclusion
In my master thesis, I showed that the method called the Truncated Conformal Space
Approach (TCSA) can be used to extract the spectral statistics of non-integrable
strongly interacting quantum field theories in one dimension.
I analysed the sine-Gordon model, sine-Gordon plus ϕ2 model, double frequency
sine-Gordon model, and ϕ4 model. In the models without ϕ4 perturbation, I observed
a good convergence in the non-integrable region of the parameter space. The same
cannot be said about the ϕ4 model. However, I still managed to acquire few hundreds
of the first energy levels.
The investigation of these models suggests that the spectral statistics of non-
integrable quantum fields indeed behaves as predicted by the random matrix theory.
At the same time, the spectral statistics of massive and double sine-Gordon models
reveals potentially interesting information about the parameter space spanned by
the parameters of those theories. Although the investigation was done for finite
fields with periodic boundary conditions, I showed the evidence that in the limit of
infinite size the statistics does not change. The work therefore expands on the [64],
by showing that the TCSA can be used for similar investigations in standard models
used in QFT as well.
This work also revealed the limitations of the method. At some parameters the
convergence of the method is not good enough to explore the spectral statistics,
and the current methods for improving the convergence, like NRG and analytical
method (Sec. 2.4.1), also have thresholds. Although we could often improve the
convergence by choosing another exactly solvable part, the clear understanding of
how to improve the convergence should be developed in the future.
Another question that remained open in this work, is whether we observe the
same spectral statistics in higher dimensional quantum field theories. However, no
method is able to explore higher dimensional quantum field theories at the moment.
Therefore, an ambitious plan for the future is to develop a new method or to invent
improvements on the TCSA that would work in higher dimensional quantum field
theories.
What also remains to be done is a test of the Eigenstate Thermalization Hy-
pothesis. For achieving this we would need a good convergence in regions with
considerably different system sizes.
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Appendix A
Massless Free Scalar Field in One
Dimension
The Hamiltonian of the massless free scalar field is
H0 =
1
8π
∫︂ L
0
(︂
∂tϕ(x, t)
)︂2
+
(︂
∂xϕ(x, t)
)︂2
dx, (A.1)
π(x, t) =
∂L
∂ϕ̇
=
1
4π
∂tϕ(x, t), [ϕ(x, t), π(x, t)] = iδ(x− y), (A.2)
where we have already taken into account the periodic boundary conditions. Now,
we will show that this is indeed an exactly solvable field [16]. We start by expanding
the field operator in the Fourier modes of the field as
ϕ(x, t) =
∑︂
k
e−i2πkx/Lϕk(t), (A.3)
and due to the periodic boundary conditions we simply sum over 2π
L
k. By inserting
the expansion into the Hamiltonian and setting ϕk(0) = ϕk, we arrive at the equation
H0 =
2π
L
∑︂
k
(︂
πkπ−k+
1
4
k2ϕkϕ−k
)︂
, πk =
L
4π
∂tϕ−k, [ϕn, πm] = iδnm, (A.4)
where ϕ−k = ϕ
†
k and π−k = π
†
k. The commutations relations can be easily derived
from the initial commutation relation (Eq. A.1), which also explains the choice of
the constants. This Hamiltonian immediately reminds us of the example in (Sec.
2.1) due to it being an infinite sum of harmonic oscillators. Hence, the Hamiltonian
can be exactly diagonalized in the manner already described in (Sec. 2.1). We
analogously introduce creation and annihilation operators of Fourier modes
bn =
1√︁|k|
(︂1
2
|k|ϕk + iπ−k
)︂
, [bk, b
†
q] = δk,q, (A.5)
and all other commutation relations equalling zero. We have skipped the zero-th
mode which does not describe a harmonic oscillator. At this point, one should real-
ize that this procedure differs from the standard quantization of the Klein-Gordon
equation [33][20], where the zero-th mode is a harmonic oscillator with ω = m, which
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introduces non-trivial consequences. In order to make this fact intrinsic character-
istics of our ladder operators, we introduce new operators
ak =
{︄
−i√kbk (k > 0)
i
√−kb†−k (k < 0)
, a¯k =
{︄
−i√kb−k (k > 0)
i
√−kb†k (k < 0)
, (A.6)
with the new commutation relations
[an, am] = nδn+m [an, a¯m] = 0 [a¯n, a¯m] = nδn+m (A.7)
and the Hamiltonian becomes
H =
2π
L
[︂
π20 +
∑︂
n̸=0
a−nan + a¯−na¯n
]︂
, (A.8)
where we threat the zero-th mode separately. This solution seems odd because it
implies that all modes contribute the same amount of energy, but one should keep in
mind that the dispersion relation is hidden in the definition of the ladder operators
(Eq. A.6) and equals ω(k) = 2π
L
k.
Now, we express the ϕ(x, t) field operator in this new diagonal basis of the
Hamiltonian. This will show us a general solution to our equations. We start by
expressing for one eigenmode as in (Sec. 2.1)
ϕn =
i
n
(an − a¯−n). (A.9)
Next, we put the expression in (Eq. A.3) and evolve the field operator in Heisenberg
picture dA
dt
= i[H,A] + ∂tA in order to arrive at equation
ϕ(x, t) = ϕ0 +
4π
L
π0t+ i
∑︂
k ̸=0
1
k
(︂
ake
2πik(x−t)/L − a¯−ke2πik(x+t)/L
)︂
. (A.10)
However, this derivation can be done in a more complicated way achieved by evalu-
ating the expression ϕ0(t) = e−iHtϕ0eiHt. Because the only operator not commuting
with ϕ0 is π0, we have to calculate only
ϕ0e
−iπ20 2πL t =
∑︂
n
(−i2π
L
t)n
n!
ϕ0π
2n
0 =
∑︂
n
(−i2π
L
t)n
n!
[i2nπ2n−10 + π
2n
0 ϕ0] (A.11)
which leads us exactly to the result (Eq. A.10). A satisfying observation is that the
Hamiltonian (Eq. A.8) does not depend on time because ∂tπ0 = 0.
Now it is time to discus the zero-th mode operators ϕ0 and π0. The ϕ0 =
1
L
∫︁ L
0
ϕ(x)dx term corresponds to the displacement of centre of mass of the system,
while π0 = 1L
∫︁ L
0
π(x)dx corresponds to the total momentum of centre of mass of the
system. If we think of the field as a string in space, these are the position and the
momentum of the string travelling in space [18]. Now we will see the consequences
of these factors. Already from the dimensional analysis, one can see that the field
operators are dimensionless, which means that we can create an infinite number of
local fields related to the field ϕ(x), simply by exponentiating the field operator
Vα(x, t) = eiαϕ(x,t) (A.12)
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If we invent the eigenstate of π0 operator π0|p⟩ = p|p⟩, we see that
π0e
iαϕ(x,t)|p⟩ =
(︃∑︂
n=0
(iα)n
n!
(ϕn0π0 − inϕn−10 )
)︃
|p⟩ = (p+ α)Vα|p⟩, (A.13)
Vα creates new state with total momentum p + α. This is a problem because the
Hamiltonian includes the operator π0, and Hilbert space is in general spanned by
all eigenstates of π0. Therefore, we have a continuous spectrum. If we perform the
calculation for all the elements in the Hamiltonian HVα|0⟩ = α22 Vα|0⟩ [18], we see
that such a field has, according to (Sec. 2.3), a conformal dimension ∆ = α
2
2
.
A solution is to pretend that we have a periodic potential and that the field
operator ϕ(x, t) should behave in the same manner as the field ϕ(x, t)+ 2πR, where
R reflects the periodicity of our potential. Such assumption is very natural in the
case of (Eq. 4.12). If we impose this new condition, we get the equation
eipϕ(x,t)|0⟩ = eip[ϕ(x,t)+2πR]|0⟩, (A.14)
which discretize the Hilbert space, as now the only allowed eigenvalues of π0 are
p = n/R for n ∈ Z. We then also have to impose the new condition ϕ(x + L, t) =
ϕ(x, t) + 2πmR, which defines a new quantum number called Winding number m.
Thus, we get a new, compactified, field
ϕ(x, t) = ϕ0 +
4πN
LR
t+
2πMR
L
x+ i
∑︂
k ̸=0
1
k
(︂
ake
2πik(x−t)/L − a¯−ke2πik(x+t)/L
)︂
. (A.15)
In my thesis, I will restrict myself to the Dirichlet boundary conditions ϕ(0, t) =
ϕ(L, t) = 0 when working with massless free boson field. This means that we are
actually treating the string with a fixed point, and on a string there are therefore
only standing waves. We can still have kinks under such boundary conditions, but
the number of kinks must equal the number of anti-kinks. Other Dirichlet boundary
conditions or Neuman boundary conditions can also be used but would result in a
larger eigenbasis. On the other hand, sometimes it is useful to just work with the
periodic field (Eq. A.15), for example, in [61].
Under these restrictive boundary conditions we see that the expansion is now
over sines (ak = −a¯k), and that ϕ0, N,M = 0, which dramatically simplifies (Eq.
A.10)
ϕ(x, t) = i
∑︂
k ̸=0
1
k
ak
(︂
e2πikx/L − e−2πikx/L
)︂
e−2πikt/L, (A.16)
ϕ(x, t) = 2
∑︂
k ̸=0
ak
k
sin
(︂2π
L
kx
)︂
e−2πikt/L (A.17)
The eigenstates are then simply
|n = 0,m = 0;n1, n2, ...⟩ = a
n1
−1a
n2
−2...
n1!1n1n2!2n2 ...
|0⟩ =
∑︁
k a
nk
−k√︁∏︁
k nk!k
nk
|0⟩. (A.18)
When dealing with other boundary conditions, one must be careful to also include
the non-zero m and n. The states with the non-zero m,n are created by vertex
operator as shown in (Eq. A.13). The winding number is, analogously to N , created
by the vertex operator of the so-called dual field [16][61].
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Appendix B
The TCSA Implementation
B.1 Matrix Elements for the Cosine of the Field
Operator
We could express the cosine potential as an expansion in fields but this would be very
hard to implement time efficiently because the time cost of the calculation of ϕn(x)
operators in exact basis grows extremely fast with n. Another possibility comes
right from the example in (Sec. 4.1), where we saw that the field Vα = eiαϕ(x,t) is
well defined. However, would this be more time efficient? As it turns out, it would.
Therefore, we write
cos(βϕ(x, 0)) = 2
(︃
Vβ + V−β
)︃
. (B.1)
Another useful fact is that the operators are related by conjugation, and we have to
calculate only one of them. Because of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the mixing of
states with a different total momentum is forbidden, and the sectors will differ only
in the pre-factor due to ϕ0 = 0. In order to calculate the matrix elements of Vα, it
is very useful if we first split the exponents on the individual operators. We will do
this in the reversed order. A similar calculation was done in [84], with the help of
mapping (x, t) to the complex plane.
: eiαϕ(x,t) := (B.2)
∞∏︂
k=1
exp
(︃
iα2a−k
k
sin
(︂
k
2π
L
x
)︂
eik
2π
L
t
)︃ ∞∏︂
k=1
exp
(︃
iα2ak
k
sin
(︂
k
2π
L
x
)︂
e−ik
2π
L
t
)︃
= (B.3)
∞∏︂
k=1
exp
(︃
iα2a−k
k
sin
(︂
k
2π
L
x
)︂
eik
2π
L
t
)︃
exp
(︃
iα2ak
k
sin
(︂
k
2π
L
x
)︂
e−ik
2π
L
t
)︃
= (B.4)
∞∏︂
k=1
exp
(︃
2αi
sin
(︂
2πkx
L
)︂
k
(a−keik
2π
L
t + ake
−ik 2π
L
t)− 4α
2
2
sin2
(︂
2πkx
L
)︂
k2
[a−k, ak]
)︃
(B.5)
= eiαϕ(x,t)
∞∏︂
k=1
exp
(︃
2α2
sin2
(︂
k 2π
L
x
)︂
k
)︃
(B.6)
We call the :: operator a normal ordered operator (creation operators to the left,
annihilation to the right). In the third line we simply grouped the exponents with
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the same wave number together and in the fourth, we merged the two exponents in
one with the help of BakerCampbellHausdorff formula eAeB = eA+B+1/2[A,B]. The
last line is an observation that the left side is simply the field operator without a
normal ordering. Before we proceed, let us investigate the extra pre-factor in front
of the vertex operator in the last line by expanding the sine
exp
(︃ ∞∑︂
k=1
α2
2k
[︂
2− eik 4πL x − e−ik 4πL x
]︂)︃
(B.7)
and performing the three infinite sums. The first one diverges as lim
K→∞
(Keγ)α
2
, where
K is an UV cutoff and γ = 0.577... Since it appears only as an infinite prefactor,
with no effect on the physics, we will later set it to one in order to renormalize the
theory. It is equivalent to redefining the operator as Vα → e∞Vα. For the remaining
two terms we use ln(1− x) = −∑︁∞k=1 xk/k, leading to
e∞ exp
(︃
α2
2
[︂
ln
(︂
1− ei 4πL x
)︂
+ ln
(︂
1− e−i 4πL x
)︂]︂)︃
= (B.8)
e∞ exp
(︃
ln
[︂(︂
2− ei 4πL x − e−i 4πL x
)︂α2
2
]︂)︃
= e∞
⃓⃓⃓
e−i
2π
L
x − ei 2πL x
⃓⃓⃓−α2
. (B.9)
Now we know how to write down a normal ordered vertex operator, which is all
that we need for the calculation of the operator in the exact basis. This operator
will be constructed exactly on an element by element basis. We will evaluate ma-
trix elements at time zero. During calculation I will use the shorthand notation
cos(2πkx/L) = ck, which should not be confused with the fermion ladder operators.
⟨ϕ′|Vα(x, t)|ϕ⟩ = ⟨ϕ′|
⃓⃓⃓
e−i
2π
L
x − ei 2πL x
⃓⃓⃓α2
: eiαϕ(x,t) : |ϕ⟩ = (B.10)
⟨ϕ′|
⃓⃓⃓
2 sin
(︂2π
L
x
)︂⃓⃓⃓α2 ∞∏︂
k=1
e−α
a−k
k
2 cos(2πkx/L)
∞∏︂
k=1
eα
ak
k
2 cos(2πkx/L)|ϕ⟩ = (B.11)
=
⃓⃓⃓
2 sin
(︂2π
L
x
)︂⃓⃓⃓α2(︃
⟨0|
∞∏︂
q=1
a
n′q
q
N ′
)︃ ∞∏︂
k=1
e−
2α
k
a−kck
∞∏︂
k=1
e
2α
k
akck
(︃ ∞∏︂
p=1
a
np
−p
N
|0⟩
)︃
(B.12)
If we remember that [am, an] = nδm+n,0, we can do a useful rearrangement(︃
⟨0|
∞∏︂
q=1
a
n′q
q
N ′
)︃ ∞∏︂
k=1
e−
2α
k
a−kck
∞∏︂
k=1
e
2α
k
akck
(︃ ∞∏︂
p=1
a
np
−p
N
|0⟩
)︃
= (B.13)
= ⟨0|
∞∏︂
k=1
1
NN ′
a
n′k
k e
− 2α
k
a−kcke
2α
k
akckank−k|0⟩ = (B.14)
⟨0|
∞∏︂
k=1
∞∑︂
n,m=0
(−1)n
n!m!
(︂2α
k
ck
)︂n+m an′kk an−kamk ank−k√︂
kn
′
k+nkn′k!nk!
|0⟩ (B.15)
The only thing that is left for us to do is the evaluation of the product of the ladder
operators. It is all done by repeatedly using the commutation relations
⟨0|ankk a−k = ⟨0|ank−1k
(︂
a−kak + k
)︂
=
⁓0⟨0|a−kankk + ⟨0|nkkank−1k , (B.16)
⟨0|ankam−k = ⟨0|nkan−1k am−1−k = ⟨0|n(n− 1)k2an−2k am−2−k = ⟨0|
n!kn−m
(n−m)!a
n−m
k (B.17)
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which leads us to the final expression
⟨0|an′kk an−kamk ank−k|0⟩ =
n′k!k
n
(n′k − n)!
⟨0|an′k−nk amk ank−k|0⟩ =
n′k!k
nnk!k
nk
(n′k − n)!
δn′k−n,nk−m. (B.18)
The result of our calculation is therefore the following expression for the matrix
elements∫︂ L
0
⟨ϕ′|Vα(x, t)|ϕ⟩dx = (B.19)∫︂ L
0
⃓⃓⃓
2 sin
(︂2π
L
x
)︂⃓⃓⃓α2 ∞∏︂
k=1
∞∑︂
n,m=0
(−1)n
n!m!
δn′k−n,nk−m
NN ′
n′k!k
nnk!k
nk
(n′k − n)!
(︃
2α
k
cos
(︂2π
L
kx
)︂)︃n+m
dx
(B.20)
B.1.1 Notation
With Vertex operators we then define Hamiltonians of models that are used in this
work as follows. The sine-Gordon Hamiltonian is defined as
HsG =
π
l
L0 − κ(p)
2
(︂π
l
)︂ p−1
p+1
(︃
V β√
4π
+ V− β√
4π
)︃
, (B.21)
where Vβ = πL
∫︁ L
0
Vβ(x, t)dx and p = β2/(8π − β2). The L0 is simply the diagonal
part of the Hamiltonian. The notation is analogous to the one used in [24]. When I
plot the double sine-Gordon model with a fixed mass of the first breather, I use the
Hamiltonian
HDsGb =
(︂ l1 + l2
l1l2
)︂
L0−κ(p1)
2
(︂π
l1
)︂ p1−1
p1+1
(︃
V β1√
4π
+V− β1√
4π
)︃
−κ(p2)
2
(︂π
l2
)︂ p2−1
p2+1
(︃
V β2√
4π
+V− β√
4π
)︃
,
(B.22)
where l1 and l2 are dependant on mL and β1 and β2. When I vary l1 and l2 at fixed
β1 and β2, I use the Hamiltonian
HDsG = L0− κ(p1)
2
(︂π
l1
)︂ p1−1
p1+1
−1(︃
V β1√
4π
+V− β1√
4π
)︃
− κ(p2)
2
(︂π
l2
)︂ p2−1
p2+1
−1(︃
V β2√
4π
+V− β√
4π
)︃
.
(B.23)
When studying the massive Schwinger-Thirring model, I write the Hamiltonian as
HMsG = L0 − κ(p)
2
(︂π
l
)︂ p−1
p+1
−1(︃
V β√
4π
+ V− β1√
4π
)︃
+
m2
2
∫︂ L
0
: ϕ2 : dx. (B.24)
B.1.2 Symmetries of the sine-Gordon Model
An important aspect are also the symmetries of the system that is studied here. One
important symmetry is the symmetry under transformation ϕ→ −ϕ. Such transfor-
mation can be represented by changing the sign in front of the ladder operators, and
is analogous to the reflection x → −x if ϕ0 = 0. It can be better understood if we
write down the symbolically matrix elements of the Hamiltonian with all coefficients
set to one∫︂ L
0
⟨n′1, n′2, ...|(∂tϕ)2 − (∂xϕ)2 + 1−
1
2!
ϕ2 +
1
4!
ϕ4 +
1
6!
ϕ6 + ...|n1, n2, ...⟩dx, (B.25)
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where we see that matrix elements between states that differ for an odd number of
excitations will be zero, as ϕ2n ∝ a2n and cannot map state with n excitations to the
state with n± 2m+1 excitations where m ∈ Z. The inspiration for this observation
was a similar observation in [63].
Aside from this, the Hamiltonian cannot map a state with a total momentum
P to another state with a total momentum P ± 2m + 1, where m ∈ Z. This is
slightly harder to see, but comes from the spatial integral over the interval [0, L],
which results in the conservation of the momentum equation. The equation for ϕ2n
includes the integral over the product of sines∫︂ L
0
2n∏︂
i=0
sin
(︂2π
L
kix
)︂
dx =
1
22n
∑︂
{si},si=±1
(︃ 2n∏︂
i=1
si
)︃
δ
(︂ 2n∑︂
i
siki
)︂
, (B.26)
which is zero for combinations {ki} that sum up to an odd number.
Armed with the knowledge of the symmetries, we are able to calculate the matrix
elements much faster. We just have to keep in mind that the integral over the spatial
interval (Eq. B.19) must still be evaluated. When talking about quantum chaos, we
must confine ourselves to the given symmetry sector, and with this we are able to
speed up the algorithm even more. The convergence, on other hand, can be easily
improved by the NRG procedure (Subsec. 2.4.2), but it will usually not be needed.
B.2 Matrix Elements of the ϕ4 Operator
For calculating the ϕ4 Hamiltonian (Eq. 6.3), I will always consider only the normal
ordered Hamiltonian. Normal ordering amounts to
ϕ2 =: ϕ2 : +
(︂ 1
2L
∑︂
k
1
ωk
)︂
, (B.27)
ϕ4 =: ϕ4 : −6
(︂ 1
2L
∑︂
k
1
ωk
)︂
ϕ2 + 3
(︂ 1
2L
∑︂
k
1
ωk
)︂2
, (B.28)
where ωn =
√
m2 + k2. By normal ordering the Hamiltonian is renormalized, and
the divergences occurring in (Eq. B.27) are cancelled. The perturbing part can be
expanded in the MFB basis with the field operator
ϕ(x) =
∑︂
n∈Z
1√
2Lωn
(︂
bne
i 2π
L
nx + b†ne
−i 2π
L
nx
)︂
, (B.29)
where I already included the periodic boundary conditions ϕ(x, t) = ϕ(x+L, t) that
give k = 2π
L
n. If we put a field operator in : ϕ4 : and set t = 0, we get
: ϕ(x)4 := (B.30)∑︂
k,q,h,w
1
4L2
√
ωkωqωhωw
(︂
bkbqbhbwe
i 2π
L
(k+q+h+w)x + 4b†kbqbhbwe
i 2π
L
(q+h+w−k)x+ (B.31)
6b†kb
†
qbhbwe
i 2π
L
(h+w−k−q)x + 4b†kb
†
qb
†
hbwe
i 2π
L
(w−k−q−h)x + b†kb
†
qb
†
hb
†
we
−i 2π
L
(h+w−k+q)x
)︂
,
(B.32)
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and after performing the integral over the whole interval, we arrive at∫︂ L
0
: ϕ(x)4 : dx =
∑︂
k+q+h+w=0
1
4L
√
ωkωqωhωw
(︂
bkbqbhbw + 4b
†
−kbqbhbw (B.33)
+6b†−kb
†
−qbhbw + 4b
†
−kb
†
−qb
†
−hbw + b
†
−kb
†
−qb
†
−hb
†
−w
)︂
, (B.34)
where during integration I used that
∫︁ L
0
ei
2π
L
nxdx = Lδn,0, which can be easily shown
with the help of the L'Hospital rule.
Instead of calculating all the matrix elements by hand, which would not be time
efficient, we construct the Hamiltonian numerically, by acting with the operators
b†−kbqbhbw, etc. on the eigenvectors of the MFB Hamiltonian.
B.2.1 Symmetries of the ϕ4 Model
An important aspect are also the symmetries of the system under study. Similarly
to the sine-Gordon case (Sec. B.1.2), the Hamiltonian does not mix different total
momentum sectors and does not change under ϕ → −ϕ transformation, which we
already learned how to extract. Now, we have a new symmetry, that is, is the
invariance under the transformation x→ −x being equivalent to reflecting the state
around zero-th momentum P|n−kmax , ..., nkmax⟩ → |nkmax , ..., n−kmax⟩. A Hamiltonian
will map P invariant states in the P invariant states, and those that are not invariant
to themselves. We will work in the P invariant sector, just as they did in [63], which
amounts to acting on the states with the pre-factor in mind. We will act as if the
states are of the form
|ψsym⟩ = β(ψ)(|ψ⟩+ P|ψ⟩), (B.35)
where β(ψ) is simply the normalization factor that equals
√︁
1/2 if P|ψ⟩ ≠ |ψ⟩ and
1/2 if P|ψ⟩ = |ψ⟩.
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Figure B.1: These are ϕ4 operators and the sine-Gordon Hamiltonians in the truncated matrix
form. The basis states are ordered by energy and restricted to one symmetry sector. MFB -
expanded in the massive free boson basis (Sec. 4.1.2), CFT - expanded in massles free boson basis
(Sec. 4.1.1). We see that ϕ4 operator is much more sparse than the cosine operator.
This way we are able to calculate the matrix elements much faster. When talking
about quantum chaos, we must confine ourselves to the given symmetry sector, and
with this we are able to speed up the algorithm even more. Since the ϕ4 Hamiltonian
is extremely sparse in the MFB basis (while the cosine potential is extremely dense -
Fig. B.1), we are able to use the algorithms for sparse matrices and reach extremely
large Hamiltonian dimension. Since it is always more memory and time efficient
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to construct larger Hamiltonian than to use the NRG algorithm (Subsec. 2.4.2)
(unlike for the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian), the only way to improve the convergence
is by using the analytical renormalization group corrections (Subsec. 2.4.1). The
calculations are quite complicated but should hold for truncations in the denser
regions of the spectrum (for higher cutoffs), and were done in [63]. If we correct the
truncated Hamiltonian as
Hren = (∂tϕ)2 + (∂xϕ)2 +
(︂m2
2
+ κ2
)︂
ϕ2 +
(︂λ
4
+ κ4
)︂
ϕ4 + κ0, (B.36)
where the the new constants are defined as
κ0 = −
∫︂ ∞
Emax
dE
E − E∗
1
E2
(︃
λ2
16
[︂18
π3
(log
E
m
)2 − 3
2π
]︂
+
m4
4π
)︃
, (B.37)
κ2 = −
∫︂ ∞
Emax
dE
E − E∗
1
E2
(︃
λ2
72 log E
m
16π2
+
12λm2
8π
)︃
, (B.38)
κ4 = −
∫︂ ∞
Emax
dE
E − E∗
λ2
E2
36
16π
, (B.39)
and are cutoff (Emax) dependant, the convergence improves but not drastically.
The value of E∗ is estimated by first diagonalizing the bare Hamiltonian, and then
choosing the value of the eigenvalue that we want to calculate. In my calculations I
observed that it is often better to choose a higher energy than the one we want to
compute.
B.3 Reliability
The algorithms used in the thesis are based on the previous work done either in
[84] or in [63]. Although I modified the algorithms in order to reach larger cutoffs,
I verified that the Vertex operator (expressed in the truncated massless free boson
basis), constructed with my algorithm, is equivalent to the one constructed by the
algorithm used in [84], and that the ϕ4 Hamiltonian expressed in a massive-free
boson basis is equivalent to the one constructed with the algorithm published in
[63]. The same holds for the spectrum obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
describing the sine-Gordon and ϕ4 models. In [84], it is shown that the algorithm
indeed agrees with the analytical predictions and should describe the sine-Gordon
model at least at lower energy levels. The tests done in [84] also agree with the tests
done in [88][89]. Since we use the same method to extract spectra of the double
Sine-Gordon model, as authors of [24] who find that numerical predictions agree
with the analytical predictions, we are led to believe that the results obtained with
our analysis are valid at least at low energy levels. Unfortunately, there are no tests
done for the massive Schwinger-Thirring model. However, since we show that the
spectrum indeed converges and since both massive and cosine perturbation when
treated separately lead to results in accordance with the theory [84][90][84], we have
reasons to trust the results that are presented in this work.
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Chapter 6
Raz²irjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
6.1 Uvod
Delitev na integrabilne, ergodi£ne in kaoti£ne sisteme, ki se je uveljavila v prvi
polovici 20. stoletja [1] je mo£no vplivala na mnoge znanstvene discipline in postavila
teoreti£ne temelje statisti£ni fiziki [2]. Po izjemnem uspehu v svetu klasi£ne fizike so
se raziskave preselile na podro£je nove kvantne fizike, ki velja za bolj fundamentalno
teorijo, opisujo£o dogajanje na zelo majhnih velikostnih skalah. Izkazalo se je, da v
kvantni mehaniki analog klasi£nemu kaosu obstaja. Kvantni kaoti£ni sistemi imajo
spekter [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11], ki ga statisti£no opi²emo z naklju£nimi matrikami
[12][7]. eprav zelo uveljavljeno spoznanje, zanj ne obstaja veliko potrditev na
podro£ju relativisti£ne kvantne mehanike - t.i. kvantne teorije polja [20][21][22].
Vzporedno tem vpra²anjem, se je v 90-ih letih prej²njega stoletja razvila zelo
u£inkovita numeri£na metoda za preu£evanje mo£no sklopljenih enodimenzionalnih
teorij polja - Metoda prirezanega konformnega prostora (TCSA) [15][40][14]. Metoda
temelji na tem, da uporabi eksaktne re²itve (ki jih je v enodimenzionalnih modelih
veliko [37][58][32][16][17][18][19]) razli£nih modelov in obi²£e teorije v njihovi okolici
tako, da motnje izrazi v njihovi lastni bazi.
V pri£ujo£em delu sem uporabil novo metodo TCSA za preu£evanje spektralnih
lastnosti ϕ4 modela, Dvojnega Sine-Gordonovega modela, Masivnega Schwinger-
Thirringovega modela in integrabilnega Sine-Gordonovega modela. Najprej bom
opisal metodo TCSA, nato bom povzel za nas klju£ne zaklju£ke iz teorije kvantnega
kaosa in na koncu £im ob²irneje predstavil glavne rezultate mojega dela.
6.2 Raylegh-Ritzova metoda
Metoda prirezanega konformnega prostora je posplo²itev nekoliko starej²e, Raylegh-
Ritzove metode [41][42][43] iz uporabe v kvantni mehaniki za uporabo v kvantni te-
oriji polja. Ker se v osnovnem algoritmu postopek bistveno ne razlikuje od Raylegh-
Ritzove metode, bom za£el z enostavnim pedago²kim primerom iz enodel£ne kvantne
mehanike - to je kvantni anharmonski oscilator. Njegov £asovni razvoj opisuje ha-
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miltonka
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2m
+
1
2
mω2xˆ2⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Hˆ0
+λxˆ4, (6.1)
kjer je pˆ operator gibalne koli£ine, xˆ operator poloºaja, m masa, ω in λ pa dve
konstanti. Lastnih re²itev take hamiltonke se ne da izra£unati eksaktno, zato se
posluºimo Raylegh-Ritzove numeri£ne metode. Eksaktno re²ljiv del hamiltonke Hˆ0
re²imo in v lastni bazi Hˆ0|n⟩ = E0n|n⟩ izrazimo motnjo λxˆ4. To lahko zapi²emo kar
v matri£ni obliki kot
Hˆ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
E01 + λ⟨0|xˆ4|0⟩ λ⟨0|xˆ4|1⟩ . . . λ⟨0|xˆ4|N⟩
λ⟨1|xˆ4|0⟩ E02 + λ⟨1|xˆ4|1⟩ . . . λ⟨1|xˆ4|N⟩
...
... . . .
...
λ⟨N |xˆ4|0⟩ λ⟨N |xˆ4|1⟩ . . . E0N + λ⟨N |xˆ4|N⟩
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (6.2)
pri £emer lastne vektorje uredimo po energiji nara²£ujo£e in prireºemo hamiltonko
tako, da jo predstavimo s kon£no matriko dimenzije N × N . Matriko nato nu-
meri£no diagonaliziramo in izra£unamo pribliºek lastnih energij in lastnih stanj.
Lastne vrednosti celotne hamiltonke pa ocenimo s pove£evanjem dimenzije N . V
danem primeru se lahko s pomo£jo semi-klasi£nih argumentov pokaºe, da spekter
v limiti N → ∞ konvergira k pravim vrednostim [50], saj vi²je energijska lastna
stanja harmonskega oscilatorja nimajo mo£nega vpliva na niºje energijska stanja
anharmonskega oscilatorja. Ker je poleg tega tudi lastna baza precej majhna, se ta
metoda izkaºe za izredno u£inkovito tudi pri logaritemskih ali pa celo pri periodi£nih
potencialih [46][47][45]. Z njo se lahko raziskuje tudi bolj kompleksne sisteme, kot
so vodikov atom v mo£nem magnetnem polju [52] in Helijev atom [51].
Ko poskusimo isto metodo uporabiti v kvantni teoriji polja, se soo£imo s precej
ve£jim Hilbertovim prostorom. e recimo za eksaktno hamiltonko vzamemo prosto
enodimenzionalno Klein-Gordonovo skalarno polje, potem je lastna baza sestavljena
iz vseh moºnih produktov zgornjih re²itev |nω1⟩ω1|nω2⟩ω2 |nω3⟩ω3 ..., kjer je indeks
zvezna funkcija realnega parametra k, ωk =
√
m2 + k2. V vi²jih dimenzijah se
prostor ²e dodatno pove£a. etudi prostor lastnih stanj lahko diskretiziramo tako,
da polje predstavimo v kon£nem prostoru, nam to ²tevila stanj, ki jih moramo
upo²tevati, ne zmanj²a bistveno.
Drugi problemi, ki nastopijo so:
• zelo malo kvantnih teorij polja je sploh eksaktno re²ljivih,
• £etudi eksaktno re²ljive teorije obstajajo v enodimenzionalnih sistemih, izra£un
matri£nih elementov motnje v eksaktno re²ljivi bazi ni nujno enostaven
• samo motnje, pri katerih visoko energijski spekter ne vpliva na nizko energijski
spekter eksaktno re²ljive teorije, so primerna izbira. Ta vpliv je teºko oceniti
in zaradi zelo velike baze, mora biti za razliko od anharmonskega oscilatorja
zgoraj (En. 6.1), izredno ²ibek.
Zaradi na²tetih razlogov je posplo²itev Raylegh-Ritzove metode za uporabo v
kvantni teoriji polja zahtevna naloga. Najbolj uspe²na je v kontekstu konformne
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teorije polja, kjer motje razvijemo po bazi mnogih eksaktno re²ljivih eno dimen-
zionalnih konformnih teorij polja. Te teorije imajo tudi v neskon£nem prostoru
diskreten spekter in matri£ne elemente, ki se jih da enostavno izvrednotiti. e teo-
rijo zmotimo s t.i. primarnim poljem, potem tudi vemo, da imamo majhno napako
zaradi prirezovanja.
6.3 Metoda prirezanega konformnega prostora
Klju£no za delovanje metode je to, da so enodimenzionalne teorije polja v fiksnih
to£kah renormalizacijske grupe konfromno invariantne in torej eksaktno re²ljive z
lastnostmi omenjenimi v (Pog. 6.2).
Teorijo polja lahko ponavadi predstavimo s klasi£no hamiltonko, kjer prostostne
stopnje, kot so kraj in gibalna koli£ina, zamenjamo s polji - funkcijami definiranimi v
vseh to£kah prostora. Med kvantizacijo ta polja postanejo operatorji, saj hamiltonka
postane operator £asovnega razvoja. Primer take hamiltonke je izraz
H =
∫︂ ∞
−∞
dx
(︂
(∂tϕˆ)
2 + (∂xϕˆ)
2 +
m2
2
ϕˆ
2
+
λ
4
ϕˆ
4
)︂
, (6.3)
kjer je ϕˆ(x) operator polja. e operator razvijemo po nihajnih na£inih in prepovemo
prispevke od nihajnih na£inov s frekvenco vi²jo od ω1 = 1/a, potem lahko najdemo
neko drugo teorijo z ω2 = 1/b, ki vrne enake nepovedi za obna²anje pri frekvenci
niºji od min(ω1, ω2). Taki operaciji pravimo korak renormalizacijske grupe. Fiksne
to£ke renormalizacijske grupe so teorije, ki se ne spremenijo, £e prepovemo vi²je
nihajne na£ine. V taki to£ki zaradi konformne invariantnosti poznamo eksaktne
re²itve. Take teorije se razlikujejo od fiksne to£ke do fiksne to£ke in so sestavljene
iz razli£nih polj, t.i. primarnih polj, ki se pod spremembo koordinat x′ = f(x)
transformirajo kot
(︂
∂f
∂x
)︂∆
ϕ(f(x)). Vrednosti ∆ pravimo konformna dimenzija in
nam pove energijo stanja, ki ga ustvari tak operator na vakuumu.
e sedaj hamiltonko, ki opisuje konformno invariantno polje v fiksni to£ki renor-
malizacijske grupe, zmotimo z nekim primarnim operatorjem iz druge fiksne to£ke,
bo taka motnja spremenila le nizko energijsko fiziko, saj bo motnja predstavljala
nizko energijske popravke z dolgo korelacijsko dolºino. Shematsko si to lahko pred-
stavljamo kot, da je motnja ustvarila teorijo nekje na poti iz ene fiksne to£ke v
drugo. e je sklopitveni parameter prevelik, se znajdemo ºe v drugi fiksni to£ki, £e
premajhen pa za£etno to£ko komaj zapustimo. Kljub ob£utljivosti na sklopitveni
parameter, to ni perturbativna teorija, ker sistem re²ujemo eksaktno.
6.4 Teorija kaosa v klasi£ni mehaniki
Pri razvr²£anju klasi£nih dinami£nih sistemov v kategorije, se osredoto£imo na fazni
prostor, kjer lahko celotni sistem opi²emo kot to£ko in £asovni razvoj sistema kot
krivuljo (orbito), ki potuje po faznem prostoru [1]. Razli£ni fizikalni sistemi pa se
razli£no obna²ajo pod £asovnim razvojem [1][2][70]. Tu bom omenil tri kategorije:
• Integrabilni d.s. je eksaktno re²ljiv in stabilen sistem. Orbite se v takem
sistemu gibljejo po N dimenzionalnih torusih, klasificiranih z ohranjenimi ko-
li£inami, ki jih mora biti N , £e je dimenzija faznega prostora 2N [1].
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• Ergodi£ni d.s. imamo, kadar je za skoraj vsak za£etni pogoj povpre£na vre-
dnost poljubne opazljivke v celotnem faznem prostoru enaka £asovnemu pov-
pre£ju opazljivke po neskon£nem £asu [1][2][70]. Opazljivka je funkcija defini-
rana na celotnem faznem prostoru.
• Kaoti£ni d.s. je sistem, v katerem poljubni to£ki na obmo£ju z volumnom
razli£nim od ni£, izbrani zelo blizu, med £asovno evolucijo eksponentno pove-
£ata medsebojno razdaljo |p1(t) − p2(t)| ∝ eλt|p1(0) − p2(0)| [70]. λ ozna£uje
Ljapunov eksponent in ga definiramo kot λ = lim
t→∞
lim
δr(0)→0
1
t
ln( δr(t)
δr(0)
) [70], £e
δr(t) predstavlja razdaljo med dvema poljubnima to£kama na tem obmo£ju
ob £asu t. V mnogodel£nih sistemih ponavadi kaos nastopi po celotnem fa-
znem prostoru in spada pod ergodi£ne sisteme [2].
6.5 Teorija kaosa v kvantni mehaniki
V kvantni mehaniki razvrstitev razli£nih sistemov na podlagi obna²anja orbit v
faznem prostoru ne deluje ve£. Kvantna mehanika je namre£ valovna mehanika, kjer
poloºaj in hitrost ne morata biti hkrati poznana do potankosti. Po drugi strani je
za pri£akovati, da imajo klasi£ni kaoti£ni sistemi izvor v bolj fundamentalni kvantni
mehaniki. Izkaºe se, da kvantni sistemi, ki bi jim lahko pripisali ergodi£nost ali pa
celo kaoti£nost, obstajajo. Prepoznamo jih lahko na ve£ na£inov, tu bom omenil
dva:
• Spektralna statistika
V kvantni mehaniki o integrabilnosti govorimo, kadar lahko poi²£emo re²itve
sistema ºe samo s poznavanjem njegovih simetrij [6][71][37][58] in vsako lastno
stanje spada v svoj simetrijski sektor, to pomeni, da je povsem dolo£ena s t.i.
kvantnimi ²tevili. Lastne energije takega sistema se bodo ob variiranju para-
metrov v hamiltonki prosto gibale brez obzira na sosednje energijske nivoje,
zato pri£akujemo, da se bodo energijski nivoji pogosto kriºali [3][4]. Po drugi
strani v kaoti£nih sistemih pri£akujemo bolj malo simetrij in velike simetrij-
ske sektorje, v katerih bodo energijski nivoji med seboj korelirani, tako da se
ob variiranju parametra v hamiltonki ne bodo ºeleli sekati - odbijali se bodo
[3][4][6] (Slika 6.1).
Ker v takem simetrijskem sektorju nimamo nobenih drugih simetrij, lahko
pri£akujemo, da bo imel spekter podobne lastnosti kot matrika z naklju£nimi
nekoreliranimi elementi. Nekatere od teh lastnosti bom predstavil v nasle-
dnjem odseku. Kljub temu da opaºanje ni rigorozno razumljeno, se je vedno
znova izkazalo, da si kaoti£ni kvantni sistemi z naklju£nimi matrikami delijo
spektre s podobnimi lastnostmi [6][7].
• Hipoteza o termalizaciji lastnih stanj (ETH)
Zanima nas tudi, £e v kvantnih sistemih lahko opazimo izvor ergodi£nosti. V
kvantni mehaniki ergodi£ne sisteme definiramo kot tiste pri katerih ima kon£na
druºina komutirajo£ih opazljivk za skoraj vsako za£etno stanje v dani energijski
lupini skupno verjetnostno porazdelitev po dolgem £asu enako mikrokanoni£ni
verjetnosti porazdelitvi. Ta pogoj pa je izpolnjen ravno, kadar ima hamiltonka
lastnosti naklju£nih matrik.
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Slika 6.1: Na sliki je prikazana dinamika lastnih vrednosti hamiltonke H = H0+λH1+g(λ)H2, ko
spreminjamo parameter λ. Ker sta H0 in H1 blo£no diagonalni matriki z naklju£nimi matrikami po
diagonali opazimo veliko kriºanj med nivoji pri majhnem λ. Ko sklopitvena konstanta g(λ) postane
dovolj velika, pa prevlada prispevek simetri£ne realne matrike H2, z naklju£nimi elementi povsod
in lastne vrednosti se za£nejo odbijati.
V bolj realisti£nih sistemih in tudi sistemih, ki niso nujno kaoti£ni, so pa ergo-
di£ni, je Srednicki [9] razvil nastavek, ki mu morajo zadostiti matri£ni elementi
opazljivk v lastni bazi ergodi£nih kvantnih sistemov (En. 3.2). Nastavek nam
pove, da se morajo diagonalni elementi opazljivk spreminjati kot zvezna funk-
cija lastne energije lastnih stanj O(Em) modulo majhne (e−S(Em)/2fO(Em))
naklju£ne (Rmm) fluktuacije
⟨m|O|m⟩ = O(Em) + e−S(Em)/2fO(Em)Rmm. (6.4)
O(Em) in fO(Em) sta zvezni funkciji energije, S(Em) termodinami£na entropija
pri energiji Em [9][72] in Rmm naklju£na realna (za simetri£no hamiltonko)
spremenljivka s povpre£no vrednostjo 0 in varianco 1.
6.6 Teorija naklju£nih matrik
Naklju£na matrika je matrika z naklju£nimi elementi [12][7]. Predstavimo jo z
verjetnostno gostoto P (M), da je izºrebana matrika M in zahtevamo, da velja∫︁
dx11dx12...P (M) = 1, kjer integral izvrednotimo £ez vse matri£ne elemente x11, x12, ....
Ker bi radi, da predstavlja najbolj splo²no matriko, zahtevamo, da se verjetnostna
porazdelitev ne spremeni pod kanoni£nimi transformacijami. V primeru da ºelimo
simetri£no matriko, so take transformacije ortogonalnostne P (M) = P (OMO−1).
e zadnja zahteva je, da so elementi matrike neodvisni, kar nas privede do nastavka
P (M) = P (x11)P (x12)...., kjer produkt te£e £ez vse neodvisne elemente simetri£ne
matrike. Ti nastavki po nekaj izra£unih privedejo do verjetnostne porazdelitve
P (M) = Ce−ATrM
2
, (6.5)
kjer je M matrika poljubne dimenzije, A pa normalizacijska konstanta. Nastavek
velja tudi za druge ansamble naklju£nih matrik, ki se uporabljajo v fiziki.
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6.6.1 Razmak med najbliºjimi energijskimi nivoji
Ena izmed lastnosti, ki jih lahko izra£unamo za poljubno naklju£no matriko, je ver-
jetnostna porazdelitev, da najdemo matriko z dolo£enim razmakom med sosednjima
energijskima nivojema S = Ei+1 − Ei, pri £emer energijske nivoje razporedimo po
velikosti [7] P (S) = ⟨δ(S −∆E)⟩. (6.6)
Izra£un nam vrne razli£ne verjetnostne porazdelitve na podlagi tega, kak²no matriko
imamo (ali imamo realno simetri£no, hermitsko itd.). e si mislimo, da naklju£na
matrika predstavlja kaoti£no hamiltonko, potem nam obliko hamiltonke narekuje
njeno obna²anja pod operacijo obrata £asa [6][7]. Rezultate sem zbral in jih poime-
noval na podlagi tega, pod katero kanoni£no transformacijo se verjetnostna poraz-
delitev ne spremeni
P (S) =
Sπ
2
e−S
2 π
4 ortogonalni (6.7)
P (S) =
S232
π2
e−S
2 4
π unitarni (6.8)
P (S) =
S4218
36π3
e−S
2 64
9π simplekticˇni. (6.9)
Tem nastavkom pravimo Wignerjeva predpostavka [6][12][7], ki je izpeljana iz an-
samblov naklju£nih matrik dimenzije 2× 2. S predpostavko, da se energijski nivoji
integrabilnih sistemov med seboj ne £utijo, ker spadajo v razli£ne simetrijske sek-
torje, pa lahko izpeljemo, da bi morali integrabilni sistemi ubogati P (S) = e−S
[7][6].
Opazimo lahko, da je v naklju£nih matrikah, za katere verjamemo, da imajo
podobne lastnosti kot hamiltonke kaoti£nih sistemov, kriºanje energijskih nivojev
prepovedano P (S = 0) = 0, med tem ko je na drugi strani kriºanje nivojev v
integrabilnih sistemih dovoljeno P (S = 0) = 1. e sistem ni integrabilen, ni pa tudi
kaoti£en, ima porazdelitev, ki je me²anica obeh skrajnosti [6].
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Slika 6.2: Na slikah vidimo porazdelitve numeri£no izºrebane N ×N naklju£ne matrike. Levo sem
prikazal porazdelitev energijskih razmakov (Odsek 6.6.1), desno pa porazdelitev razmerij med sose-
dnjimi energijskimi razmaki (Odsek 6.6.2). Da iz spektra izlu²£imo statistiko spektralnih razmikov,
moramo spekter sprva razgrniti [7], med tem ko pri izra£unu P (r) to ni potrebno.
6.6.2 Razmerje med sosednjimi energijskimi razmaki
Druga opazljivka, ki jo lahko izlu²£imo iz energijskega spektra naklju£nih matrik, je
razmerje med sosednjimi razmaki energijskih nivojev. Tudi tokrat spekter razpore-
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dimo po velikosti in razmerje zapi²emo kot
rn =
En+1 − En
En − En−1 . (6.10)
Za dano opazljivko lahko izpeljemo analog Wignerjevi predpostavki, ki nam pove
verjetnostno porazdelitev za taka razmerja [78]
P (r) =
2
(1 + r)2
integrabilni sistem, (6.11)
P (r) =
27
8
r + r2
(1 + r + r2)5/2
ortogonalni, (6.12)
P (r) =
81
√
3
4π
(r + r2)2
(1 + r + r2)4
unitarni, (6.13)
P (r) =
729
√
3
4π
(r + r2)4
(1 + r + r2)7
simplekticˇni. (6.14)
Nastavki so izpeljani iz ansamblov naklju£nih matrik dimenzije 3 × 3. Sorodna in
²e bolj uporabna pa je porazdelitev opazljivke [77]
r˜n =
min(En+1 − En, En − En−1)
max(En+1 − En, En − En−1) = min
(︂
rn,
1
rn
)︂
, (6.15)
ki je povezana z (En. 6.11) preko relacije P (r˜) = 2P (r)Θ(1 − r) [78]. Lahko
izra£unamo tudi njeno kon£no povpre£no vrednost, ki je znana kot zelo dober in
stabilen znanilec kvantnega kaosa. Za nas pomembne povpre£ne vrednosti sem zbral
v tabeli (Tab. 6.1). V mojih rezultatih bom raje izrisoval opazljivko
⟨r˜⟩0 = (0.53− ⟨r˜⟩)/0.53,
ki nam omogo£a tudi prikazovanje rezultatov v logaritemski skali.
Tabela 6.1: V £lanku [78] so avtorji izra£unali povpre£ne vrednosti opazljivk r in r˜ v naklju£nih
in integrabilnih matrikah. Razultati z indeksom 1 so dobljeni z analiti£nim izra£unom za 3 × 3
naklju£no matriko, med tem ko so rezultati z indeksom 2 dobljeni z numeri£no diagonalizacijo 105
naklju£nih matrik velikosti 1000× 1000.
Opazljivke Integrabilni Ortogonalni
⟨r⟩1 ∞ 1.75
⟨r⟩2 ∞ 1.7781(1)
⟨r˜⟩1 0.38629 0.53590
⟨r˜⟩2 ... 0.5307(1)
⟨r˜⟩0 0.271... 0
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6.6.3 Mera napake zaradi prirezovanja
V pri£ujo£em delu sem uporabil metodo prirezanega konformnega prostora za pre-
u£evanje spektra enodimenzionalnih kvantnih teorij polja. Preu£eval sem, £e se v
neintegrabilnih modelih pojavi spekter z lastnostmi, ki jih opazimo pri naklju£nih
matrikah. Kljub temu da je to v mnogodel£ni in enodel£ni kvantni mehaniki splo²no
sprejeto opaºanje, ne obstaja veliko potrditev v modelih kvantne teorije polja. Po
svoji sestavi je kvantna teorija polja zelo sorodna mnogodel£ni kvantni mehaniki, saj
si mnoge modele lahko predstavljamo kot lokalno sklopljene mreºe kvantnih delcev v
limiti infinitezimalne razdalje [33]. Zaradi te podobnosti imamo utemeljene razloge,
da bomo opazili tudi spektralno statistiko, ki se sklada z napovedmi kvantne teorije
kaosa.
Glavni problem pri uporabi metode TCSA za ta namen je to, da je spekter lahko
mo£no ob£utljiv na prirezovanje v obmo£jih z zlomljeno integrabilnostjo. Spekter,
ki ni konvergiral, (s tem mislim, da se mo£no spreminja, ko pove£amo dimenzijo
hamiltonke) bo imel statistiko v skladu s teorijo naklju£nih matrik, saj nam ne pove
ni£ o na²em sistemu in je v tem smislu primer naklju£ne matrike. Zato smo obsojeni
na to, da ne moramo opazovati, kako se spreminja na²a opazljivka (recimo P (r)
ali pa ⟨r˜⟩) s pove£evanjem hamiltonke in na tak na£in ugotavljati, ali je rezultat
zanesljiv (to je namre£ standardni pristop pri uporabi TCSA), saj bo statistika
nekonvergentnega spektra konvergirala h kaoti£nim vrednostim.
To se je izkazalo za precej zahteven problem, saj po drugi strani metoda daje
zelo dobre rezultate tudi, kadar spekter ne konvergira in bi si ºeleli zaupati tudi
rezultatom, ki bi jih sicer zavrgli. Poleg tega se tudi v konvergentnem delu spektra
kdaj pojavi kak²en energijski nivo, ki ni konvergiral in se kriºa z ostalimi nivoji
z variiranjem dimenzije hamiltonke. To teºavo sem re²il z razvojem nove mere za
napako, ki namesto celotne opazljivke, vsakemu posameznemu razmerju ri ali pa r˜i
pripi²e neko absolutno napako ∆ri oz. ∆r˜i na podlagi tega, kako se vsako razmerje
posebej spreminja med variiranjem dimenzije hamiltonke. Ker v nekonvergentem
spektru razli£ne trojice energijskih nivojev med spreminjanem dimenzije hamiltonke
ne konvergijrajo h kaoti£ni vrednosti, ampak konvergira le njihova statistika, lahko
na tak na£in zelo dobro ocenimo zanesljivost na²ih statisti£nih opazljivk. Za ⟨r˜⟩
tako dobimo
⟨r⟩ = ⟨rj⟩ ± 1
N
N∑︂
i=0
∆ri(j,M), (6.16)
kjerM pove pri koliko razli£nih dimenzijah hamiltonke smo ocenili napako, N ²tevilo
energijskih nivojev v energijskem oknu, ki ga analiziramo, j pa najve£jo dimenzijo
hamiltonke, ki jo upo²tevamo. Podobno lahko tudi za P (r) dolo£imo napake stolpcev
v histogramu.
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6.7 Analiza spektralne statistike
V vseh modelih, ki ih bom preu£eval, bom za eksaktno re²ljivi del vzel prosto bozon-
sko polje. V modelih s kosinusno motnjo bo to brezmasno, v modelu ϕ4 pa masivno
prosto bozonsko polje.
6.7.1 Sine-Gordonov model
Hamiltonka Sine-Gordon modela je
H =
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂ 1
8π
(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2
+
1
8π
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2 − µ cos(︂ β√
4π
ϕ
)︂]︂
, (6.17)
kjer je β prost parameter, µ pa sklopitvena konstanta odvisna od mase solitonske
re²itve v klasi£nem modelu in frekvence β [80]
µ = κ
(︂β2
8π
)︂
M2−β
2/4π. (6.18)
κ je funkcija definirana v [80]. Ker je algoritem napisan v brezdimenzijski obliki, je
parameter µ ne-trivialno odvisen od LM = l, £e je L velikost prostora (Dodatek B).
Model ima fizikalne re²itve za β <
√
8π ≈ 5.01 [79]. Parameter β pove tudi, kako
mo£no periodi£na motnja vpliva na vi²je energijski spekter prostega brezmasnega
polja, manj²o vrednost kot ima, manj²i ima vpliv.
Podobno kot v klasi£nem modelu, ima tudi kvantni model re²itve v obliki vezanih
stanj med dvema solitonoma, ki interpolirata med istima vakuuma ampak v razli£nih
smereh. Takim re²itvam pravimo breatherji. Kar kvantni model lo£i od klasi£nega
je to, da je ²tevilo breatherjev v kvantnem modelu kon£no in njihove mase lahko
izra£unamo s formulo [81]
mn = 2M sin
(︂nπp
2
)︂
, n = 1, 2, ... <
1
p
, (6.19)
kjer p = β2/(8π − β2). Torej s pove£evanjem β poleg slab²anja konvergence zmanj-
²ujemo tudi ²tevilo breatherjev. Ko doseºemo vrednost β =
√
4π ≈ 3.54, imamo
le ²e en breather, po tej vrednosti pa se solitoni za£nejo odbijati in nato tudi sami
razpadejo pri β =
√
8π.
Omeniti velja, da je ta model ekvivalenten masivnemu Thirringevemu modelu
[79][82], ki opisuje fermionsko polje s kvarti£no samointerakcijo, tako kot ϕ4 predsta-
vlja bozone, ki samointeragirajo. Posebna to£ka β =
√
4π pa je v tem fermionskem
modelu ekvivalentna prostemu fermionskemu polju.
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Slika 6.3: Na sliki levo sem prikazal, kako se vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 spreminja s parametroma l in β v
Sine-Gordonovemu modelu (Tabela 6.1). Vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 = 0 nakazuje na podobnost z naklju£nimi
matrikami, med tem ko vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 ≈ 0.271... kaºe na integrabilnost modela. Preu£eval sem okno
prvih 800 energijskih nivojev. rne pike so na to£kah, kjer je napaka metode ve£ja od vrednosti
v legendi. Na sliki desno je prikazana porazdelitev P (r) (En. 6.11) v to£ki β = 0.34, l = 1.12.
Vodoravne £rtice so ocena napake vsakega stolpca.
Ko izri²emo vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 pri razli£nih vrednostih parametrov v oknu prvih 800
lastnih energij (Slika 6.3), lahko opazimo, da sistem ves £as ostane integrabilen, kljub
temu da mestoma vrednosti rahlo odstopajo. Opazimo lahko, da se napaka metode
pove£a z β in z l (µ je funkcija parametra l = ML, Dodatek B). Za primerjavo
sem izrisal tudi porazdelitev r statistike, pri £emer lahko opazimo, da je napaka res
majhna in porazdelitev blizu predvidene.
6.7.2 Dvojni Sine-Gordonov model
Za razliko od Sine-Gordonovega modela, model z dvema periodi£nima potencialoma
ni ve£ integrabilen. Opi²emo ga s hamiltonko [24][25][26][27][28]
H =
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂ 1
8π
(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2
+
1
8π
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2−µ1 cos(︂ β1√
4π
ϕ
)︂
−µ2 cos
(︂ β2√
4π
ϕ+ δ
)︂]︂
, (6.20)
kjer bom fazo δ postavili na 0. Ostali parametri so definirani analogno kvantnemu
Sine-Gordonovemu modelu (Odsek 6.7.1). Poleg tega se da pokazati, da motnja ne
pokvari visokoenergijskega spektra, kadar β1,2 <
√
8π ≈ 5.01 in β1β2 < 4π ≈ 12.6.
Ker je prostih parametrov precej, se bom v povzetku omejil samo na variiranje
β1,2, med tem ko bom fiksiral maso prvega breatherja m
M1,2L =
mL
2 sin
(︂
π
2
p1,2
)︂ , (6.21)
kjer zopet definiramo p1,2 = β21,2/(8π − β21,2). Pri tem sem ena£bo pomnoºil s para-
metrom dolºine sistema L, saj je algoritem napisan v brez-dimenzijski obliki, kjer
nastopa parameter LM = l (Dodatek B).
Tako kot sem to naredil ºe za integrabilni Sine-Gordonov model, sem tudi tokrat
izrisal vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 pri razli£nih vrednostih parametrov (Slika 6.4). Opazimo lahko,
da je na diagonali spekter integrabilen, saj opisuje Sine-Gordonov model β1 = β2. Ko
se oddaljujemo od diagonale, pa postopoma opazimo statistiko sorodno naklju£nim
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Slika 6.4: Na sliki sem prikazal kako se vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 spreminja s parametroma β1 in β2 v dvojnemu
Sine-Gordonovemu modelu (Tabela 6.1), kjer je fiksirana masa prvega breatherja mL = 0.025 (En.
6.21). Vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 = 0 nakazuje na podobnost z naklju£nimi matrikami, med tem ko vrednost
⟨r˜⟩0 ≈ 0.271... kaºe na integrabilnost modela. Preu£eval sem okno prvih 2000 − 5000 energijskih
nivojev. rne pike so na to£kah, kjer je napaka metode ve£ja od vrednosti v legendi.
matrikam. Ravno v obmo£ju z najbolj kaoti£no statistiko opazimo tudi najbolj²o
konvergenco. Po drugi strani pa lahko zaupamo tudi vrednostim, kjer smo dobili
integrabilno statistiko, saj bi nekonvergentni spekter imel kaoti£no statistiko.
Na sliki lahko opazimo ²e nekaj nenavadnih stvari. Opazimo lahko, da se o£itno
kaoti£na statistika ne pojavlja pri β1,2 < 1, kar sem potrdil tudi z variiranjem l1,2.
Poleg tega opazimo integrabilno statistiko, kadar Sine-Gordon zmotimo z nizkofre-
kven£nim periodi£nim potencialom. Nenavadno je, da opazimo vrnitev k integra-
bilni statistiki okoli vrednosti β = 3 in da metoda vrne pravilni rezultat celo v to£ki
β =
√
4π ≈ 3.54. Metoda vrne integrabilno statistiko tudi ponekod, kjer fiksiramo
samo eno frekvenco β =
√
4π.
Na slikah (Slika 6.5) lahko vidimo, da tudi s pove£evanjem parametra mL, ki bi
moral predstavljati ve£jo velikost sistema L, kaoti£na statistika ne izgine. Ker se
hkrati pove£a tudi napaka, teºko ocenimo, kolik²en del teh grafov je vreden na²ega
zaupanja. Zagotovo pa lahko opazimo, da se obmo£je pri majhnih β1,2 kjer je do-
voljena samo integrabilna statistika, po£asi ve£a. Iz teh rezultatov teºko pridemo
do resnih zaklju£kov, ampak kaºejo na to, da kaoti£na statistika ne izgine v limiti
neskon£ne velikosti prostora, lahko pa da se spremeni obmo£je in energijsko okno v
katerem se pojavlja.
Za primerjavo sem na slikah (Sliki spodaj 6.5) izrisal ²e porazdelitev razmerij
r. Kljub temu da pri teh vrednostih in tem energijskem oknu ne opazimo popolne
podobnosti s naklju£nimi matrikami, opazimo prepoved kriºanj med energijskimi
nivoji.
Da bi ugotovil, £e je hipotezi o termalizaciji lastnih stanj zado²£eno v to£ki z
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Slika 6.5: Zgornje slike kaºejo na to, da kaoti£na statistika ne izgine s pove£evanjem velikosti
sistema (levo mL = lb = 0.15, sredina mL = lb = 1, desno mL = lb = 5 ), le konvergenca se
spremeni. Vse zgornje slike imajo napako vi²jo od 0.02 skoraj povsod. Na spodnjih slikah sem
prikazal, kako se porazdelitvi r statistike v integrabilni (levo) in neintegrabilni (desno) to£ki pri
l = mL = 0.025.
neintegrabilno statistiko, sem izrisal tudi diagonalne elemente opazljivke cos( β√
4π
ϕ)
(Slika 6.6). Na sliki vidimo, da struktura prisotna v integrabilni to£ki zbledi ob
zlomu integrabilnosti. Kljub temu ne opazimo popolnega uboganja (En. 6.4).Za
bolj²o analizo bi bilo potrebno raziskati obna²anje pri ve£jih velikostih prostora, za
kar pa bo potrebno tudi rahlo izbolj²ati natan£nost metode.
Slika 6.6: Na slikah vidimo vrednosti diagonalnih elementov operatorja cos( β√
4π
ϕ) v lastni bazi
(urejeni po velikosti) Sine-Gordonovega modela (levo) in dvojnega Sine-Gordonovega modela (de-
sno). Opazno je, da se obilica strukture prisotne pri β1 = β2 izgubi v neintegrabilni to£ki, a vendarle
nimamo oblike, ki bi jo pri£akovali v sistemu, ki je ergodi£en v kvantnem smislu (Pog. 6.5).
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6.7.3 Masivni Schwinger-Thirringov model
Masivni Schwinger-Thirringov model bom v tem delu opisal kot bozonsko polje s
hamiltonko Sine-Gordona moteno s kvadratnim potencialom [28][29][30]
H =
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂ 1
8π
(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2
+
1
8π
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2
+
m2
2
ϕ2 − µ cos
(︂ β√
4π
ϕ+ δ
)︂]︂
. (6.22)
Da se pokazati, da je ta model ekvivalenten Masivnemu Schwinger-Thirringovemu
modelu [29][85][86][30], ki opisuje enodimenzionalno kvantno elektrodinamiko s sa-
mointeragirajo£im fermionskim poljem. Tako kot pri prej²njih primerih, sem tudi
tokrat izbral δ = 0.
Ker je transformacija med fermionskim in bozonskim poljem enaka kot v prej²nih
primerih, nam tudi tokrat frekvenca β =
√
4π predstavlja model brez samointerak-
cije med fermioni. Masni parameter m pa je povezan z velikostjo osnovnega naboja
teorije m = e0
2π
.
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Slika 6.7: Na sliki sem prikazal kako se vrednost ⟨r˜⟩0 spreminja s parametroma β in m = e0/2π v
Sine-Gordonovemu modelu motenemu z operatorjem ϕ2 (Tabela 6.1) pri fiksirani vrednosti l = 1
(Dodatek B.1.1). Preu£eval sem okno prvih 800 energijskih nivojev. rne pike so na to£kah, kjer
je napaka metode ve£ja od vrednosti v legendi.
Rezultat nam zopet potrdi, da sta masivni prosti bozon in Sine-Gordonov model
integrabilna sistema, saj opazimo integrabilno statistiko pri β = 0 in e0 = 0 [86][30].
Opazimo lahko tudi, da ve£anje parametra β nima mo£nega vpliva na spektralno
statistiko prostega polja, kadar je β dovolj majhen. Kljub temu opazimo zelo mo£an
zlom simetrije, ko frekvenco pove£amo preko vrednosti okoli β = 1.5. Ker se ravno
pri tistih vrednostih semi-klasi£ni potencial spremeni iz parabole s kosinusnimi po-
pravki v parabolo z dvojnim minimumom, lahko ugibamo, da tam opazimo podoben
prehod v neintegrabilno statistiko, kot pri ϕ4 modelu, kjer prav tako opazimo dvojni
minimum potenciala ob zlomu integrabilnosti.
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6.7.4 ϕ4 model
Hamiltonka ϕ4 modela je sestavljena iz masivnega prostega bozona, ki interagira
sam s sabo s kvarti£no interakcijo in sklopitveno konstanto λ [16][42]
H =
∫︂ L
0
dx
[︂(︁
∂tϕ
)︁2
+
(︁
∂xϕ
)︁2
+
m2
2
ϕ2 +
λ
4
ϕ4
]︂
. (6.23)
Model je zelo priljubljen, ker predstavlja enega najbolj enostavnih nere²ljivih mo-
delov v kvantni teoriji polja [20][63][87][62][61]. Hkrati se v modelu pojavi spontani
zlom ϕ → −ϕ simetrije, ko dovolimo negativne vrednosti parametra m2. Zaradi
kvantnih popravkov lahko zlom simetrije doseºemo ºe samo s pove£evanjem para-
metra λ in ga doseºemo okoli λ ≈ 2.8 [63].
Kljub temu da sem v prej²njih modelih za eksaktno re²ljivi del uporabil brez-
masno bozonsko polje, sem moral za ta primer uporabiti masivno bozonsko polje.
Izkaºe se namre£, da je disperzijska relacija
√
m2 + k2 bolj²a za prirezovanje, kar
so opazili tudi avtorji [63]. Tu se nam lahko porodi tudi vpra²anje, £e bi se morda
kak²na druga disperzijska relacija izkazala za ²e bolj²o izbiro. Opazimo lahko na-
mre£, da diagonalni elementi ϕ4 hamiltonke ºe zelo natan£no opi²ejo njen eksaktni
spekter.
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Slika 6.8: Na sliki levo sem prikazal, kako se ⟨r˜⟩0 (Odsek 6.6.2) spreminja s parametrom λ v ϕ4
modelu s fiksiranim L = 7 (En. 6.23) in hamiltonki prirezani pri energiji masivnega prostega polja
Er = 35. Preu£eval sem okno prvih 800 energijskih nivojev. Modra £rtkana £rta prikazuje pri£a-
kovano vrednost integrabilne statistike in rde£a polna £rta pri£akovano vrednost kaoti£ne statistike.
Rde£kasti ovoj okoli to£k predstavlja oceno napake v vsaki to£ki (Odsek 6.6.3). Na sliki desno sem
prikazal £asovno evolucijo energijskih nivojev v odvisnosti od parametra λ. Opazimo lahko, da se
ta razvoj sklada s statistiko na levi.
Pri tem modelu je bila konvergenca pri velikih λ dosti slab²a od modelov s
kosinusnim potencialomm. Brez velikih izbolj²av na algoritmu, ki so mi omogo£ale
hitrej²e konstrukcije hamiltonke in doseganja dimenzij 106× 106, bi lahko natan£no
ocenil komaj nekaj prvih energijskih nivojev. Popravki narejeni s pomo£jo analiti£ne
renormalizacijske grupe [14][63][66][42], mi niso pretirano pomagali, sem pa lahko z
njihovo pomo£jo bolje ocenil, kateri energiski nivoji so zanesljivi. Kljub tem teºavam
sem uspel izlu²£iti energijsko okno z zanesljivimi energijskimi nivoji in v njem opaziti
postopen prihod kaoti£ne statistike (Slika 6.8) in odboje med energijskimi nivoji med
spreminjanjem parametra λ. Ker imamo pravka z nikoenergijskim spektrom, lahko
zmanj²anje vrednosti ⟨r˜⟩ pri λ > 1 razloºimo samo kot posledico nizkoenergijske
fizike in majhnega energijskega okna. e posebej zadovoljivo je dejstvo, da sem
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kljub majhnemu ²tevilu konvergentnih energijskih nivojev opazil tudi histogram, ki
se ujema z izra£unanimi povpre£nimi vrednostmi r statistike, kar vidimo na slikah
(Slika 6.9).
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Slika 6.9: Na slikah sem prikazal kako se porazdelitev r vrednosti spreminja, ko pove£ujemo para-
meter λ. Rezultati se skladajo z opaºanji v (Slika 6.8).
6.8 Zaklju£ek
V delu sem pokazal, da se metodo prirezanega konformnega prostora lahko upora-
blja za preu£evanje spektralne statistike mo£no interagirajo£ih neintegrabilnih teorij
polja v eni dimenziji.
Preu£eval sem Sine-Gordonov model, Dvojni Sine-Gordonov model, Masivni
Schwinger-Thirringov model in v modelih brez ϕ4 motnje sem opazil rezultate z
majhno napako. Pri ϕ4 modelu se je neintegrabilna spektralna statistika pojavila
pri velikih vrednostih sklopitvenega parametra, kjer sem lahko z velikim zaupanjem
pora£unal kve£jemu nekaj sto energijskih nivojev.
V modelih sem opazil, da se spektralna statistika v neintegrabilnih modelih kvan-
tne teorije polja sklada z napovedmi teorije naklju£nih matrik. Poleg tega rezultati
razkrivajo nekatere potencialno zanimive lastnosti prostora, ki ga razpenjajo para-
metri preu£evanih teorij. V primeru dvojnega Sine-Gordonovega modela sem uspel
raziskati tudi odvisnost od velikosti kon£nega prostora. Rezultati nakazujejo, da
kaoti£no statistiko verjetno opazimo tudi v limiti neskon£nega prostora.
Hkrati delo predstavlja omejitve metode prirezanga konformenga prostora. S
pove£evanjem sklopitvenih konstant se napaka vztrajno pove£uje in obstoje£i po-
stopki za zmanj²evanje napake ne morejo ve£ pomagati. V mojem delu sem opazil,
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da je najbolj²a izbolj²ava pri²la z menjavo eksaktno re²ljive baze, oziroma z menjavo
disperzijske relacije. Za izbolj²anje rezultatov in za bolj splo²no uporabnost metode
pa bo v prihodnosti klju£no, da se izbolj²a razumevanje delovanja in razvije bolj
u£inkovite na£ine za zmanj²evanje napake.
Delo je odprlo tudi nekatera zanimiva vpra²anja, ki bi se jih lahko nagovorilo
v prihodnosti. Ali v obmo£jih z neintegrabilno statistiko opazimo tudi kvantno
ergodi£nost, oziroma termalizacijo? Ali v teh obmo£jih opazimo neni£elen kvan-
tni Ljapunov eksponent [91]? Ali se neintegrabilna statistika ohrani tudi v vi²jih
dimenzijah?
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